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Abstract
There have been a number of attempts since the
inception of the glass electrode to replace the internal
filling solution with a solid state form of contact.
These have included both metallic and non-metallic
materials. In the present work such contacts are
reviewed, the nature of the materials, and conduction
mechanisms between the contact and glass are discussed.
Noble metal contacts alone are not expected to give a
reproducible performance because of the lack of a common
charge carrier which would allow conduction across the
interface. However insertion of a non-metallic
transition material which contains charge carriers
common to both metal and glass may lead to more
predictable performance.
The materials, sodium tungsten bronze, ironaluminium-sodium silicate glass, and various silver
salts were interposed between a metal conductor and ion
sensitive glass. Potentiometric measurements were made
to determine sensitivity and time dependence of the
output potential
. These revealed that both the
sodium tungsten bronze and iron-aluminium-sodium
silicate glass gave improved performance over noble
metal contacts. The silver salt contacts gave variable
performance but it was shown that composite silver salts
led to greater predictability of the value of the
potential. Spectroscopic measurements were made to
allow association of the observed concentration changes
at the interface with potentiometric data and contribute
to elucidation of reaction mechanisms. It was possible
to relate the observed potential changes for silver
halides with the increase in silver metal content in the
halide layer. Interfacial conduction mechanisms remain
unclear but charge transfer is most likely to occur
through ionic conduction of sodium or silver ions across
the interface.
Sodium containing contacts, particularly ironaluminium-sodium silicate glass, appeared to give a more
stable output potential than silver containing contacts.
Fabrication of an all-solid-state glass electrode from
the former class of materials may be both simpler and
more likely to achieve a reliable sensor than from the
latter.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The glass electrode is only one of many types of ion
selective electrode (ISE) which are in existence today, but
is still the most commonly used. Many different types of
ISEs are in use for the detection and measurement of such
species as the hydrogen ion, sodium, potassium, ammonium,
chloride, fluoride, sulphide, nitrate, calcium and many
others [1,2,3].

The function of an ion selective

electrode is to measure the activity of one of these ions
in solution, whilst remaining unaffected by the presence of
any other ions. The detection of these ions is important
in many widely diverse fields, in for instance:
agriculture, power generation, metal plating, water and
sewage, the paper and pulp industry, pharmaceuticals,
medicine and education [1,3,4].

The advantages of ISE

measurements over some other forms of analysis are their
nondestructive nature, usefulness for continuous monitoring
and speed of result. They may be placed in situ, avoiding
samples perhaps having to travel some distance to a central
laboratory for analysis. This is particularly important in
some clinical situations where there is pressure for rapid
results. Even in the sewage industry continuous monitoring
of sewers can have substantial benefits, in terms of
advance warning of potential pollutants.

Selective

electrodes are also relatively inexpensive to deploy
compared to some other forms of analysis.

Micro-

fabrication technology has allowed miniaturisation of

circuitry and small, and durable chemical transducers are
being developed to take advantage of this [5,6,7].
ISEs take many forms but the ion-selective glass bulb
membrane with internal filling solution is the most widely
used type. They are used principally for the measurement
of pH and Na4, but may also be used for other cations such
as NH44, Cs', Li4, K4 and Ca2+ [8]. However versions of
glass electrodes with internal solid state contacts are not
in common use, despite the large number of reported
examples which go back to the 1920's [9]. It may be that
the stability, reproducibility or reliability of the solid
state glass electrode is in doubt. Authors of papers
describing glass electrodes with solid contacts sometimes
include data on the stability of their device, but this
type of information is not often fully comprehensive. It
is also difficult to assess the many different types of
contact used with each other and with the conventional
glass electrode because of the varying laboratory
conditions in which they will have been tested.

The

performance and behaviour of different types of solid
contact. forms part of the subject of this thesis.
Although many different types of contact are described in
the literature, mechanisms as to why a particular contact
should work are not often proposed in detail and there has
been a lack of experimentation dealing with this. Another
part of the subject of this thesis is to examine the
mechanistic parameters of a working solid contact to ion
sensitive glass.
-10-

A solid state glass electrode would be very useful in
terms of its greater durability and possible use over a
wider range of temperature. The manufacturing techniques
may also become less expensive and possibly more
reproducible, particularly if modern micro-circuit
fabrication techniques are incorporated for the fabrication
of the transducer as well as the circuitry.
The glass electrode itself has a long history and its
design has essentially remained little changed for sixty
years. The hydrogen function has been known since its
discovery by Cremer in 1906 [10], and was investigated
further by Haber and Klemen5wk [11]. This led to the
first good working pH selective electrode developed by
Macinnes and Dole [12] in 1930. Glass electrodes with
greater selectivity to other cations were developed in the
1950's and 1960's. Glass electrodes will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter 2. In the late 1960's expansion
began of the fabrication of non-glass ISEs selective to
many different species. Many of the several thousand
papers that have been produced since are discussed in
reviews by Buck [13,14], Fricke [15],

Moody and

Thomas [16], Koryt.. [17] and Solsky [3].

Some of the

non-glass ISEs are analogous to the conventional glass
electrode; the membrane forms a division between the test
solution and a reference solution. Many others are of
all-solid-state construction where the ion sensitive
membrane is connected directly to a metal conductor (with
or without an intermediate transition layer). It is also
-11-

possible to subdivide solid state

ISE's

into those

fabricated using micro-circuit technology and those which
are made by other methods.
The advantage of solid state micro-circuit technology
is not only in the fabrication of the electrode
simultaneously with the signal processing system, but also
with the possibility of greater reproducibility in the
manufacturing process.

Silicon integrated circuit

technology has led to the ion selective field effect
transistor (ISFET).

Many ISEs using the ISFET design have

been made for the detection of a variety of species
[5,18]. Another method is the use of thick film hybrid
technology. Hoffman and co-workers [19] used this method
to print carbon paste electrodes which were sensitive to
Ag, Cu2 , Pb2 , Cd2 , halides and pH.

Much use of this

method has been made for the fabrication of glass
electrodes with metal contacts and this will be discussed
further in Chapter 2.
Other designs of solid state ISEs include coated wire
electrodes, single crystal electrodes, pressed or melted
pellet electrodes and heterogenous membrane electrodes
[20].
Of the non-microelectronic solid state ISEs one of the
most prominent is the coated wire electrode (CWE). This
usually refers to a metal wire which is coated with a
plasticised polymer matrix in which an ion selective
species is dissolved. The PVC-valinomycin electrode for
-12-

detection of K is amongst the many examples of this form
[21,22].

The definition of a CWE may be widened to

include any ion sensitive material coated onto a metal
conductor. This would of course include glass electrodes
with metal contacts. With pressed pellet membranes such as
AgX-A92S with silver metal contacts charge transfer takes
place across the silver/membrane interface via the reaction
Ag

a

Ag + e [20].

The problem with a simple metal

connection to many CWE membranes is that there may be no
charge carrying species to form a reversible stable
connection. The PVC-valinomycin CWE exhibits Nernstian
response to K, but the voltage output for a given
concentration is liable to drift [22]. This problem has
been solved for the LaF3 mexnbrane, which is sensitive to F,
by insertion of a transition layer between the membrane and
the metal conductor to give the structure L F/AgF/Ag [23].
In this case F is transferable from LaF3to AgF. Similar to
most other ion sensitive membranes the ion sensitive glass
membrane is a solid electrolyte where at least one species
is mobile; in the case of glass this is usually an alkali
metal cation. Attempts have also been made to apply a
transition layer between glass membranes and metal
conductors. It is the characterisation and performance of
glass electrodes with such transition layers which forms
the basis of this present work.
In Chapter 2 examples of such contacts are surveyed.
The properties of the glass - transition layer - metal
system are discussed in Chapter 3. An experimental survey
-13-

of glass electrodes with different types of transition
layer contacts is carried out; the experimental methods are
given in Chapter 4 and the results of this work in Chapter
5. The glass - transition layer interface is examined by
spectroscopic methods in Chapter 6.

In Chapter 7 the

results are discussed and conclusions are drawn on the
nature of the interface and the behaviour of such glass
electrodes.
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Chapter 2
Glass electrodes
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will describe glass electrodes and their
operation. The ion response with solution contacts will be
examined. This will introduce the structure of the glass
membrane, its composition and processes at the solution
interface. The symmetrical nature of the glass electrode
with solution contacts means that some factors involved in
the formation of the potential may cancel themselves out.
This is important in understanding the behaviour of the
potential of a glass electrode with a solid state internal
contact. Glass electrodes with solid contacts made by
various workers are described and data on the performance
of these electrodes is given where available.

2.2 Description of the glass electrode
The principle behind the measurement of the activity
of an ion in solution is illustrated in fig. 2.1. Two
solutions are separated by the glass membrane. If the
glass is specific to a particular mono-valent ion then the
potential across the glass membrane is dependent on the
ratio of the activity of the ions in each solution
according to the Nernst equation which is shown below for
hydrogen ions:

-17-

E=

aH+

F

(2.1)

aH+)

If the activity of the ion in one of the solutions is
known and fixed then, with suitable reference electrodes,
the system can be used to measure the unknown activity of
the ion in the other solution. For the above equation the
change in E for a change of one pH unit in either of the
solutions is 59.1mV at 298K (often referred to as
"Nernstian" response).

WASS NMEI'(AN

Fig. 2.1 Cell with glass membrane

The structure of a conventional glass electrode is
such that the membrane is in the form of a glass bulb which
is fused to an insulating stem (fig. 2.2). A fixed buffer
solution, for instance 0.1M KC1, 0.1M HC1 with an AgAgCl
electrode forms the internal reference system.

-18-

NCE ELECTRODES IN
ACTIVITY SOLUTIONS

LIQUID

ION SENSITIVE
MEMBRANE

JUNCTIO1

Fig. 2.2 Glass electrode cell arrangement
The bulb is placed in the test solution together with a
second reference electrode. The potential of the second
reference electrode must remain unaffected by the
composition of the test solution. Usually for this purpose
an electrode with an internal buffer reference solution and
porous junction is employed such as the saturated calomel
electrode (SCE).

The value of the liquid junction

potential arising from the second reference electrode may
also be affected by the composition of the test solution
but this can be minimised by proper design. The cell
arising from the configuration shown in fig. 2.2 would be:
CujHgIHg2C12 sat.Kcltest soln. Jglassref.soln. AgClJAgcu

Only the potentials at Oa and Obcan alter with the
composition of the test solution.

-19-

2.3 Composition of electrode glasses
According to the "random network" model, originally
proposed by Zachariasen [1], in silicate glasses every
silicon atom lies at the centre of a tetrahedron formed by
four oxygen atoms, each oxygen being connected to another
silicon atom (bridging oxygen). There is no long range
order to the structure. For every alkali metal cation
there is a non-bridging oxygen, for an alkaline earth
cation there are two non-bridging oxygens. Alkali and
alkaline earth metal cations do not form part of the
covalent network but if trivalent metals are added these
are integrated into the network. The alkali metal cations
are the mobile, and hence conducting, species in an
anionically charged network.
Investigations in the 1920s led to fabrication of a pH
sensitive glass of composition 22% Na20, 6% CaO and 72%
Si02 (wt%) by Macinnes and Dole [2]. This was marketed as
Corning 015 (now Corning 0150). It is sensitive to pH
linearly from pHi to pH9. Above pH9 sensitivity to sodium
interferes with the response to pH. Many other types of
glass composition have been developed since then, one of
the most important being the development of lithia glasses
in the 1940s. These glasses are more durable than Corning
015 and have a greater range of linear sensitivity for pH,
generally from pHO-14. One of the first patented was a
glass of composition Z4.3%Li20, 7%BaO and 68.7%SiO2
developed by Cary and Baxter [3]. Most modern pH glasses
-20-

are lithia based. The replacement of Na20 by Li20produces
the effect of increasing the density, surface hardness,
resistance to chemical attack and resistivity to thermal
shock [4], it also increases the electrical resistivity of
the glass. Another important development was of soda and
lithia silicate glasses containing aluminium oxide, which
showed greater selectivity, above pH5, towards Na, K, or
Ag than H. The selectivity dependency upon the composition
of the glass has been investigated by Eisernuann [5], who
recommended the composition NAS(11_18)a for Na, NAS(24-4)
for K and NAS(28.8-19.1) for Ag. Eisenmann explains this
phenomena by a theory in which the selectivity is related
to the field strength of anionic sites in the network at
the glass surface. Ion selective glasses are still being
developed, several new compositions appearing in the patent
literature every month. A great variety of metal oxides
have been added to suit particular purposes. However, the
basic compositions and designs have not changed and only
marginal improvements in performance may be expected.

2.4 Mechanisms of potential formation at the solution
interface
Fig. 2.3 shows a cross-section of a glass membrane
with two solution contacts. It is widely accepted that
the potential arises as a result of an ion exchange

a This refers to soda-alumina silicate glass of
composition 11%Na20, 18%A1203 and remaining 71% SiO2
-21-

100 - 200um

SOLUTION 2

GLASS

SOLUTION 1

S2

S1

0 - 5urn
HYDRATED
LAYER

Fig. 2.3 Cross-section of glass membrane with two solution
contacts
process at the interface and a diffusion potential within
the glass [6].

There are other theories of potential

formation which may be applicable, based on surface
adsorption, such as the "site-binding model" proposed by
Yates et. al. [7], or the purely capacitive model mooted
by Cheng et. al. [8]. The former is more applicable to
insulator - solution interfaces and is not intended to
fully replace the ion exchange - diffusion theory of the
glass electrode, and there is little evidence to support
the latter model at present.

The derivation of, and

discussions on, the ion-exchange - diffusion theories may
be found in detail in works by Nicolskii [9,10,],
Eisenmann [5,6], Dole [11], Isard [12,13], and Schwabe
[14]. The main aspects are briefly summarised below.

-22-

The formation of a hydrated layer, of up to 5jnu
inside the glass surface, complicates the process, but it
is thought that this allows ion exchange to occur more
readily.

The mechanism of processes at the glass -

solution interface which could lead to time variation of
potentials are particularly relevant to the present work.

The potential across the membrane is:
E = (

s2

-

•'g

+ (g

-

s1)

(2.2)

Eisenmann [6] and Isard [13] give the following
treatment:
(2.3)

For the above ion exchange equation at equilibrium the
electrochemical potential i must be equal in the glass
and the solution for each species. For monovalent species
i at the solution glass interface:

PigPis

(2.4)

and
(2.5)
where
11 i =

+ RTlna

therefore
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(2.6)

(2.7)

+ RTlna1 + F'Z

iii =

where p. is the chemical potential, 0 is the electrostatic
potential,

p.

is the standard chemical potential, F is the

Faraday and R and T are the gas constant and temperature
respectively. At equilibrium:
P oig + RElflajg + F4 g = 1•

F(g

-

E

=

9)

=

+ RTlna18 + FZ

Oig

-

L015- tojg +

F

+ RTln--

a

RT 1
F ajg

4

)

)

(2.8)

(2.9)

The ionic activities in the glass a19 and a 9 are
assumed to be equal to their concentrations. It is also
assumed that all sites available to i or

are filled so

that:
Cjg + Cjg =

(2.10)

CO

where CO is the total concentration of anionic sites in the
glass.
Then for the equilibrium constant of the reaction:
Kij

= äisCjg
a. C.

a1 (C0

- Cjg)

ais Cig

ais = Ka + ais
ajg

Co
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(2.11)

incorporating into equation (2.9)
E = constant + RT1n(a12 + K1 a 8 )

( 2.12)

Eisenmann [6] takes into account activity
coefficients.

If the activity is related to the

concentration by
ag =

then
E = constant + -RT ln

+ K2an
1] JS I

(2.13)

A diffusion potential arises within the glass from
different mobilities u of the ions i and j

With the

separation of charge an electrical potential develops.
Isard [13] looked at the diffusion potential from the
surface of the glass to the interior. This is more useful
if only one side of the glass is to be considered.
The flux for each ion is expressed in the form:
1
'
1 ac.falna1\
g1
F1ux = _iRhI,._)1aic) + C.F
1
ax)

(2.15)

I aczg1
\
fac.\'aina'
F1ux = _iR2--)alflc.) + C.Fl
ax ,,

(2.16)

Electroneutrality requires that flux =-flux and that
-

= --
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ax

(2.17)

assuming as before that
81na - i31na 1
alnCi - a1nc

(u

_ - _2
F

(2.18)

- u)
(-)
+ u) ax j

(2.19)

Assumptions for integration from the surface to the
interior are that C = CO in the interior and C + C1

=

Co.
interior (1-u9/u1)

fsurface

C + (u/u1)C

ac1

(2.20)

yields
'T =

jlni( u ) a + (u/u1)Ka1
[u

a + Kija j

(2.21)

Addition of the interfacial and diffusion potentials
gives rise to:
E = constant + RIln(a1 +

The term

vPPb

( u/u1)Ka)

(2.22)

is usually substituted for the

selectivity coefficient

K1

and mobility ratio

(u1/u). This is the Nicolskii equation and it is the
chief equation for describing the sensitivities of glass
electrodes (and other ion sensitive electrodes).
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Baucke [15,16] explored the physical characteristics
of the glass surface with experiments involving surface
profile measurements. An ion sputtering method was used to
procure depth profiles of concentrations of lithium in ion
selective glasses.
Profiles of lithium show loss of lithium from the
glass surface region with time, the rate of loss also
being time dependent. In an aqueous solution of low pH the
lithium concentration at 150A inside the glass was

<2%

and at 1000A was 100% of the mole fraction of lithia in
the glass.
Baucke [17] suggested the following dissociation/
association mechanism:

SIOHgiass + H2001

-=S'OglasS+ H30 01

(2.23)

SiOiass""M oin

(2.24)

=S!Ogiass+

overall:
=SIOHgiass +

(2.2

+ H20 01 =
-s.ioHgiags....M;oin + H3O01 5)

with the equilibrium constant

K=

aSOH afQ+
aSIOH aHO. aH.

-27-

(2.26)

As before it was assumed that SiOH + SiOM = SO tOta I so that
the form of the Nicolskii equation derived is the same as
equation (2.22).
The time dependency of the potential of a single side
of the glass membrane is important. Provided the mobility
ratio u1/u in equation (2.22) is constant with time then no
time dependence would be observed. Doremus [18] states
that the time dependence of the diffusion potential will
change only when there is a change in structure of the
glass, giving a change in the mobility ratio. Progressive
hydration of the glass, internal variations in the glass
structure and stress changes could contribute to this. The
hydrated layer and the bulk glass may be treated as two
different glasses for which an equilibrium constant may be
written as:
a.
a.
1g1 Jg
a1. a..

(2.24)

92 Ji

If the activities on either side of this interface are in
equilibrium then the potential remains constant. However, a
change in activities at this interface will lead to a
potential change.

Thus provided hydrogen ions do not

penetrate further than the hydrated layer and maintain a
constant activity within that layer no variation in
potential will arise. The time dependency of the overall
potential will then depend on the rate of hydration, the
mobility of ions in the bulk glass and hydrated layers,
which are in turn dependent on the structure and

composition of the glass and the solution to which the
glass is exposed.
If only one side of the glass is exposed to solution,
which is of buffered activity then the changes

in

potential due to hydration and leaching proceeding may be
observed.

However, there also arises the problem of

distinguishing them from any variance in potential created
by the alternative contact material. The next sections
look at some examples of glass electrodes with solid
contacts.

2.5 Glass electrodes with metal contacts
Many metals have been used for contacts to ion
sensitive glass and Na, Li, Hg, Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, Pb,
In, Cr, V, Ti Fe and Sb will be found mentioned below.
Techniques of application vary from a wet chemical method
(Rochelle salts) to vacuum evaporation and thick film
deposition.
If the principi charge carrier in the ion sensitive
glass is Na or Li then to form a theoretically reversible
ionic-electronic interface between glass and metal, sodium
or lithium contacts should be used.
reaction would be for example:
+ e - %h ivaetal

-29-

The

half cell

meoTrumpler [19] used sodium?contacts in 1924. Naturally the
disadvantage of this system is that if the glass membrane
breaks there may be a vigorous reaction or possibly
explosion. Conditions for construction of such an electrode
would require provision for safe handling of sodium metal.
The other metals listed above, although apparently
not satisfying the reversibility criteria, are
nevertheless practicable substitutes.

Thom" [20] in

1932 used silver contacts and Bender and Pye [21] patented
a glass electrode with internal silver contact in 1938.
Recent methods of construction are described below.

2.5.1 Wet chemical deposition
Capillaries of Corning 015 glass were coated with
silver (using the Rochelle salts method) for flow through
electrodes by Portnoy [22]. This method was also used by
Gebert and Friedman [23] on the inside surface of the
capillary for dipping types; sealing up one end of the
capillary.

Connection was made with copper wire and

encapsulation was made with organic potting agents. The
electrodes had to be recalibrated before each measurement,
but showed near Nernstian pH response.
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2.5.2 Silver or gold paint
Similar to the above, Portnoy [22] also painted the
outside surface of capillaries of Corning 015 with silver
and attached a silver wire. An important Condition of
this procedure was that the glass surface to be coated was
not manipulated by hand. Even so, it was reported that
less than half the electrodes worked.
Friedman [24] used a gold paint which was fired at
430°C for 20 minutes, before connection to a copper wire.
These electrodes were reported electrically stable and
physically durable (but the proportion of working devices
was not stated).

2.5.3 Vacuum evaporation
QjncLrcLeL.LL[25] also coated Corning 015 glass
capillaries with metal by vacuum evaporation, using either
silver lead or indium. These showed a 58-59 mV/pH response
between pH6.5 and pH4.0. Reported in more detail were the
results of coating NAS(11-17) and NAS(27-4)

glasses,

responsive to Na and K respectively. Although the slope
of the pH response remained linear and constant, the
standard potential of the electrodes

exhibited drift

amounting to 0.2 mV/hr.
Kelly [26,27] machined and lapped discs of Corning
015 to 300pm thick. Gold, silver and copper were
evaporated onto one surface and the electrodes potted with
-31-

silicone rubber.

After initial experimentation an

extensive study of leakage effects indicated that due to
the hydrophilic nature of the 015 glass, encapsulation by
organic potting agents did not prevent surface leakageeake
from occurring after a few days exposure to solution. As
a result the 015 discs were fused to a glass ceramic with
a through hole, before evaporating the metal contact.
This then enabled encapsulation onto the glass-ceramic
carrier (glass ceramics are generally more hydrophobic and
less porous than glasses or ceramics [28]). It was found
that the contact metal (gold, silver or copper) made no
difference to the performance; all gave near kernstian
responses and linearity of slope was maintained despite a
drift of standard potential (an amount similar to Friedman
above).
Ershov [29] evaporated Fe, Sb, In, V, Ti and Cr onto
ion sensitive glass. All the electrodes exhibited drift
in standard potentials, high at first but settling down to
0..2mV/day after 70 to 80 days. Variations in standard
potentials between electrodes were also high (60-8OmV).
It was concluded that titanium formed the most stable
contact.

2.5.4 Thick film deposition
The thick film process involves depositing patterns
of conductive, resistive and insulating materials on to a
ceramic or other substrate. The material to be deposited
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is usually in the form of a paste containing micrometre
size particles of the material mixed with a thixotropic
organic binder.

The paste is printed through an

appropriately patterned mesh screen, and subsequently
dried and fired.

Because the softening points of ion

selective glasses are within the range of firing
temperatures used in thick film processing, several groups
of workers have attempted to fabricate ion selective
electrodes by this method.

Some of the problems

encountered using this method have been discussed by Kelly
and Owen [30].
Afromovitz and Yee in a series of papers described a
glass electrode which was made by depositing a Pd-Ag [31],
Pd-Ag-Au or Pt-Au [32] paste onto a forsterite (porous
ceramic) substrate.

Corning 015 glass paste was

subsequently deposited, which was fired between 9000 and
1000°C and cooled quickly. The electrodes were potted in
epoxy resin. Loss of sensitivity was reported [31] and
attributed to leaching of sodium during the milling or
firing procedure, or possibly by silver contamination from
the conductor paste. However this was not reported in
later papers [32,33]. Also observed was a lack of initial
response to changes of solution pH; the electrode
requiring at least one day of soaking before 40-5OiuV/pH
response was observed. Standard potential drift rate is
given as a few millivolts per day [32].
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Leppavuori and Rolupainen have also fabricated glass
electrodes by similar means [34,35]. Again forsterite was
used as a substrate, together with commercially available
Pt-Au or Pd-Ag conductor pastes and Corning 015 glass
paste. The glass prints were fired at about 900 - 1000°C,
cooling slowly to prevent stresses (unlike Afromovitz and
Yee who cooled quickly [33]). A linear response of
55-56mV/pH was reported, but a proportion of the electrodes
were sluggish and again a 24 hour soak before measurements
were made wo-s required. Longevity was not reported.
A comprehensive study has been carried out by Belford
[36] who used a variety of commercial thick film pastes;
Pt-Au, Au-Pd, Ag-Pd and Ag.

These were overlaid with

Corning 015 ion sensitive glass. The Pt-Au contact gave
the best results. Several different substrates were used,
including forsterite, another porous ceramic PF2 and a
glass ceramic EE1087, all of which have expansion
coefficients near to that of Corning 015. The Corning 015
glass paste used was generally fired between 700-900°C.
Responses as high as 56-58mV/pH were obtained but longevity
was not good and a high failure rate was reported.
Parr and co-workers [37,38] addressed some of the
problems encountered by the above workers with an empirical
systematic study of the individual processes involved in
the compatibility of ion sensitive glasses with thick film
processes. Leakage effects were reduced by not having the
Corning 015 glass connected directly to organic potting
-34-

agents, but always to a less readily hydrated glass or
glass ceramic first, as realised by Kelly [26]. Loss of
response due to loss of sodium during milling and firing
was reported as not significant (at least for the firing
cycles given: 610 - 910°C) [38].

Thermal compatibility

problems were reduced by matching the substrate to the
glass in the manner suggested by Belford [36]. An unfluxed
commercial gold paste was used. The firing temperature of
the Corning 015 paste used was z7000C with a slow cool,
lower than those used by either/iAfromovitz and Yee [39] or
Leppavuori and Rompanainen [34,35]. The final electrodes
fabricated by thick film means were mounted on a substrate
which had a metallic feed-through as suggested earlier by
c*L.
Kelly ,[27]. Good reproducibility was reported, however
drifts in standard potential were typically 20mV/day.
Output impedance was also high; about 10G2. Longevity of
devices was such that they gave >55mV/pH to over 100 days.

2.5.5 Other electrode constructions
Schul'tz and co-workers [40] report glass bulb
electrodes which have an internal metal alloy contact
containing sodium or lithium metal depending on the
composition of the glass. The composition or indeed the
type of other metals in the alloy were not reported, nor
was the method of application of the metal alloy. However
it was stated that the activity of the sodium or lithium
metal was lowered such that the electrodes were safe to
handle, and that the technology of deposition had been
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improved comparedwii using pure metal or amalgam contacts.
It was reported that the electrode showed stability to
within 1-2mV for 10,000 hours (416 days). Variation of
standard potential between electrodes in a batch was
quoted as in the range of 1-3mV. Repeated recalibration
was assumed unnecessary and they may be

used at

temperatures as high as 220-230°C. Connection was made by
copper wire into the sealed volume where the sodium
contact was laid.
The only commercial pH glass electrode using a solid
state contact is that manufactured by Pfaudler-Werk€ of
West Germany [41,42]. This electrode consists of a steel
cylinder coated with an insulating glass. Forming a ring,
a few centimeters wide, around this glass coated cylinder
is an unspecified conductor over which is laid a ring of
ion sensitive glass. It is intended for industrial use
such as in autoclaves and pipe-work. Its dimensions are
somewhat larger than conventional ion selective
electrodes, the cylinder diameter can range from 3.3cm to
18cm, and the length of the cylinder may be up to 2m. The
ion sensitive glass area is consequently much larger
compared to that of conventional glass bulb electrodes.
The performance is quoted as not less than 55mV/pH and the
output impedance of the glass-conductor system is quoted
at 600Mfl. Because of the large glass-conductor area the
relative resistivity of the glass-conductor system may be
a few orders of magnitudes higher than that of the
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conventional bulb electrode, perhaps similar to that of
the metal contacts described by Parr et al.

LV7J.

2.5.6 Oxidised metal contacts
The contacts to the glass are similar to those above
but the emphasis is on pre-oxidation of the metal to form
a transition layer which would result in a reversible
ionic-electronic interface.
Nicholls' patent [43] describe.z an oxidised metal
wire; gold, platinum or tantalum, which was then covered
by a sleeve of ion sensitive glass and heated until the
glass had bonded (840 - 940°C for a typical soda-limesilicate glass). The firing cycle is of interest when
compared

that of Pc_tCr

f...

1.[39], It was also cooled

quickly to the softening point of the glass then slowly to
the annealing temperature (60C/mm) and finally more slowly
to room temperature (1-40C/mm). 55-6OmV/pH is claimed,
information on drift of standard potential or longevity is
not given.
A short patent by the Maatschappij Electrofact Co.
[44] describes a metal conductor superficially oxidised;
the glass was coated onto the oxidised surface. It was
noted that the oxidised film partly diffuses into the
glass.
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2.6 Glass electrodes with metal halide contacts
Many of the examples described below come from the
patent literature in
performance of the devices

which
o-1
,

details of the

not always given.

One of the first patents in this field was that of
Riseman and Wall in 1967 [45].

It describes glass

electrodes fashioned from capillaries with sealed ends,
into which globules of AgC1 or AgBr were dropped and a
silver wire inserted to make an intimate contact.
Alternatively the silver wire was pre-oxidised
electrolytically to form an AgC1 layer before insertion
into the glass capillary. The glass capillary was heated
to bond the AgCl to the glass. A method is also described
by Portnoy [22] for the construction of capillary flowthrough or dipping electrodes which uses the same
treatment as the Riseman and Wall patent. Portnoy also
notes that if AgBr was used in combination with AgC1 the
standard potential could be altered by changing the
proportion of AgBr. Riseman and Wall declared a stable
potential for their electrodes of O.lmV/lOhrs and Portnoy
remarked that there was a low proportion of unusable
electrodes fabricated.
A Beckman patent of 1972 [46] again describes a glass
bulb type structure. On the inside surface of the ion
sensitive glass was a layer of glass which contained 0.05
- 2.0% by weight metal halide (Ag, Cu, Co or Cd halides
were used). This in turn had a layer of the appropriate

metal contacted to it. The best performance was shown by
the CuICuC1 contact which showed a standard potential of
3mV at pH4 and 12mV at pH7 over 3 days. This compared
reasonably well with a conventional glass electrode quoted
in their text. Further patents by Petersen

cnL

, [47,48]

advance this design using Cud, but the figures quoted for
performance are the same.
In a patent by Gray and Young [49] the electrode was
either in the form of a conventional blown bulb structure
or in a form where a planar piece of ion sensitive glass
was fused to a glass stem. A mixture of silver oxide and
another silver salt of a halogen oxy-acid, was combined
with an inert organic vehicle, such as an acrylic resin
with dibutyl adipate and ethylene glycol; all of this was
made into a paste. The paste was applied either by a
brush, or by thick film printing on to the ion sensitive
glass. The electrode was fired at 400-650°C for 15-60
minutes. The silver oxide/halogen oxy-acid was converted
to a silver/silver halide composite fused to the glass
surface. A copper wire s connected to this layer by
silver epoxy. Reproducibility of the process, stability
and

e'e of the devices were not quoted. This patent

is particularly interesting, not only because of the use
thick film printing the metal salts, but also because of
the composite silver/silver halide form, rather than the
discrete layers of silver and silver halide described in
most of the other examples.
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A Chang patent of 1972 [50] describes a layered
planar structure. However, between the metal halide and
ion sensitive glass was a "reference electrolyte" layer.
This comprised a polymeric film containing hydrated
polymers, thus presumably attempting to imitate the
conventional glass electrode mechanism. It

is not clear

how successfully this worked.
A Szonntagh patent of 1977 [51] reports an electrode
more similar in structure to that of Riseman and Wall.
The cell structure was metalimetal halidelion sensitive
glass. It was fabricated by RF sputtering these materials
in turn onto an inert substrate of glass or ceramic which
had been pre-sputtered by chromium. Again no information
was given about the performance of the device.
A Beckman patent of 1982 [52] shows an electrode
which was similar in construction to a conventional glass
bulb electrode, except that the internal reference
solution was replaced with a sodium silicate/metal halide
mixture. The sodium silicate mixture was applied as a
solution which was then dehydrated. The standard potential
was adjusted (similar to Riseman and Wall above) by using
different proportions of metal halide in the sodium
silicate layer.

The sodium silicate solution was

dehydrated by heating to 65 - 80°C for several hours. It is
possible that the sodium silicate was still hydrated. The
sodium silicate being used was of the formula Na2Si3O7xH20.
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Fjeldly and Nagy [53] describe the only electrode
which used a metal fluoride as the contact.
fluoride was

Silver

deposited on the inside of a bulb of ion

sensitive glass and heated to fuse it to the glass.
Connection was made by silver conductivity paint. The
electrode was compared with a conventional glass electrode
and no significant difference in long term stability, mV/pH
response and linearity was noted. The electrodes described
in this patent were connected to their own micro electronic
hardware, although the electrodes themselves were of a
conventional blown bulb design.

2.7 Glass electrodes with a contact containing a
redox couple
2.7.1 Sodium tungsten bronze
Sodium tungsten bronzes (NaWO3) exhibit both sodium
conductivity [29] and metallic conductivity [54].
An electrode has been reported in a patent by
av'd-

Dameshekk[55] in which it is claimed that a sodium or
lithium tungsten bronze transition layer between metal and
ion selective glass is reversible to both electrons in the
metal and ions in the glass. A 96 -97% mixture of sodium
tungsten bronze, 3 - 5% colloidal graphite was spun (60 90rpm) onto the glass at 50 to 200°C. The performance was
quoted as 56-59mV/pNa with a variation of ±2-3iuV/day in
output potential.
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2.7.2 Glass containing iron oxide
Shu'ltz and co-workers [56] describe a glass in which
the

redox couple Fe3 /Fe2 is a property of a glass

interposed between a metal layer and an ion sensitive
glass layer. This transition glass was a sodium alumina
silicate glass which also contained Fe203. The glass was
reported to support both electronic and sodium ion
conductivity. The stability of the electrodes fabricated
was such that potential drift appeared no more than
±l.OmV/day. Electrodes from different batches showed
differences of ±40mV and from the same batch ±20mV in
potentials. mV/pNa response was near-Nernstian. The metal
connection used was either Pt, Ag or Ni-Cr, but the type
of metal used made no difference to the output voltage.

2.8 Discussion of published performance data
To compare the results of the above-mentioned examples
of glass electrodes involves the difficulty of comparison
of electrodes which have been made and tested under
different laboratory conditions. Furthermore data tends to
be lacking in respect of average performance, variability
of characteristics, reproducibility and lifetimes of
devices. It is likely that only success and best working
devices hcLve -.mentioned and therefore the failure rate is
often unknown. Part of the reason for this is that much of
the work is published in the patent literature.
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Questions arising about the performance of solid
state glass electrodes remain. The main criteria is the
ion response; without this the electrode is useless; and
all the above examples appear to show Nernstian or nearNernstian response.

However the speed at which the

potential changes when the activity of the solution
changes is also important. A change in solution activity
C.

be described as a perturbation factor to which the

electrode must respond predictably.

The other main

perturbation is change of temperature. Both of these could
be causes of instability in performance,

manifesting

itself as long term potential drift, i.e. a very long
response time. The existence of and predictability of
potential drift and hence the length of time required
between calibration is an important factor in describing
the usefulness of the device.

There must be a point

defined by the operator where the potential drift on
immersion or on changing the activity of the solution
becomes acceptable and is defined as a response time and is
not classified as long term

drift. The standard for

this is generally taken to be the conventional glass
electrode and indeed in the literature this is the standard
comparison used.
From the evidence in the previous sections it is
possible to say that solid contacts often show an
unpredictable random potential drift greater than that
observed with conventional glass electrodes. An interposed
transition layer may show this effect less markedly than
-43-

pure metal contacts (with perhaps the exception of a common
alkali metal contact).
The variation in the value of mV/plon slopes is
particularly dependent on the construction of the device
with regard to electrical leakage, output impedance, and
the input impedance of the instrumention, as wellAthe type
of contact material (which may itself govern output
impedance).
Longevity is also possibly more dependent on
constructional details, unless the contact material is
particularly unstable. Figures, however, are available for
only a small proportion of the above-mentioned contacts,
and those usually only for the first days of an electrode's
existence, therefore further experimental investigation
seems to be required.
The results of a systematic comparison of the
performance of alternative solid contacts to glass
electrodes will be presented in Chapter 5. In the next
Chapter some of the processes that might take place at the
solid-solid contact interface will be discussed.
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Chapter 3
The nature of the interface between solid ionic
conductors and sodium conducting silicate glass
In this chapter the processes which may occur between
the glass phase and a contact phase are examined. The
formation of a potential difference at the interface
requires separation of charge. This can arise in several
ways: differences in ionic chemical potentials,
accumulation of ions at and aligned dipoles across the
interface. The nature of the examples of solid state glass
electrodes presented in the previous chapter suggests that
the existence of any thermodynamic equilibrium is hidden
under kinetically dominated processes.

It is these

processes and their relevance to solid ionic contacts on
ion selective glass which will chiefly be examined in this
chapter.

3.1 Processes at the phase boundaries
The potential of each phase is governed by the effect
of its surroundings. If no current is passing through a
conducting phase then the electric field at all interior
points within the phase will be zero [l].

This

equipotential volume has an inner potential or galvani
potential. Changes in the galvani potential are attributed
to alterations in charge distributions inside or outside
the phase. There are a number of processes which will be
discussed below which can affect the charge distribution
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and hence the potential difference between the two phases
in contact.
For a Gaussian surface enclosing a conducting phase in
which the phase undergoes a change in its excess charge,
then its charge carriers will move in such a way that the
excess charge is distributed over the entire surface of the
phase.

The surface redistribution is such that the

electric field strength within the phase is zero under null
current conditions [1].

On a metal the excess charge

resides on the surface, but in electrolytes, both solid and
liquid, thermal and physical parameters prevent this. The
charge then resides in a diffuse layer adjacent to the
surface, perhaps extending to up to several thousand
Angstrom [2]. This charge zone is generally referred to as
the space charge region in solid electrolytes and the
double layer in liquid electrolytes.
There are two different classes of processes:

a)

faradaic processes in which charge transfer occurs [2],
and b) non-f aradaic processes where adsorption, desorption,
dipole interaction can occur but no charge transfer
reactions occur.

In the latter case charge transfer

reactions do not occur because they are thermodynamically
or kinetically unfavourable. There are well developed
theories for the former processes, principally for solution
electrochemistry. The thermodynamic principles based on
electrochemical potentials are generally applied to both
solid-liquid and liquid-liquid interfaces [3], and apply
-50-

to the potentials across any phase boundaries, with
appropriate conditions.

The main differences between

contacts in which at least one is liquid and solid - solid
contacts is the lack of non-reactive charge carriers,
(which is a basic assumption of solution electrochemical
theoretical analysis), inhomogenities on both sides of the
interface and a contact which may be non-intimate.

3.2 The potential at the phase interface
If a cell potential is monitored while allowing no
current to flow the potential of the cell should eventually
reach a steady state value indicating that the cell has
reached an equilibrium state in the distributions of its
charge carriers. In the case of the interface between an
ion sensitive silicate glass and a solid ionic contact we
could assume that reactions of the type:
Atglass) Atcontact)

Atglass)

+ e-

7&

A( glass ) + e(contact)

A (contact)

A (glass)

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3. 3)

could occur where A may represent Na or Ag. In (3.1) and
(3.2) there is a transfer of A across the phase boundary,
whereas in (3.3) A remains in the glass.

Kleitzl[4]

discusses the descriptions of electronic-solid ionic
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junctions and suggests there is some validity in (3.1) for
02- conductors particularly where intercalated compounds are
involved, despite its appearance as a rather simple
reaction scheme for a real system. Work with silver ion
transport between pellets of silver sulphide [5] also
suggests that the (3.1) mechanism has strong possibilities
for sodium conducting glass provided the contact is also a
sodium conductor. Its validity may also hold for silver
salt contacts provided transport of silver or sodium ions
is possible across the phase boundary.

Reaction (3.2)

could occur for reduction of sodium ions but the
equilibrium for this would lie well over to the left-handside, unless sodium metal was the contact material, because
of the thermodynamic unfavourability of the reaction. It
is more likely that this could operate for silver ions
which have already diffused into the glass from a silver
salt contact. Equation (3.3) may operate when ionic charge
transfer is not possible across the interface, again the
equilibrium for sodium in the glass is likely to lie well
over to the left-hand-side, and unless another ion is
introduced into the glass, such as silver, the net charge
transfer allowable across this interface would also be very
low. The thermodynamic analysis is similar to that of
equations (2.4) to (2.9) in Chapter 2.

For the above

reactions the potential across the interface is then given
by the Nernst relation:

RT-ln_[Al
E. = E?+
F
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(contact)
[A] (glass)

(3.4)

In all cases the standard potential is given when the
surface concentrations are equal. While no net current is
flowing transfer of charge carriers is occurring but at an
equal rate in opposite directions. If the potential of one
phase is made slightly more negative or positive relative
to the other, equilibrium can only be re-established when
the concentrations have taken up new steady state values.
This requires a net current flow across the interface. The
diffusion and migration of ions towards the interface is
described in general by the Nernst-Planck electrodiffusion
equations, which for one-dimensional mass transfer have the
form:

J(x) = -D

3C1 (x) - z1FaJ()
3x
RT I
ax

(3.5)

where J1 (x) is the flux (mol s 1cm 2), C is the concentration
(mol cm 3) and D is the diffusion co-efficient (cm2s 1) of
species i at point x along the electrochemical gradient. z,
R, F and T have their usual meanings. As in Chapter 2,
equation 2.15, the minus sign arises because the direction
of the flux opposes the direction of increasing
electrochemical potential.

The two terms on the right

hand side of equation (3.5) represent the diffusional and
migrational contributions to the mass transfer. Unlike the
case of solution electrochemistry, where1\a charge carrying
background electrolyte is standard practice, in solid
electrolytes the migration term makes a significant
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contribution.

For linear mass flow through a cross

sectional area A normal to the axis of flow then:

Ji = - zFA

(3.6)

where
- 'i

'DI - 'Mi
z1FA
z1FA

zFA

(3.7)

with
'Dj

zFA

=D-

3x

(3.8)

and
'MI = z1FD
Z1FA

(3.9)

RT

where I and IM are diffusional and migrational currents
respectively.
zFD1 =
RT

U

Ii =UCi
z1FA

ax

(3.10)

(3.11)

and IM need not necessarily be in the same directions.
In the bulk, concentration gradients will be small and
current is mainly carried by migration:
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Ii = Iz1IFAuC1ao
-ax
(3 .12)
For a linear electric field:

ax

where

AE

(3.13)

1

is the potential difference across distance 1, so:
Jz1 jFAuC1 E

(3.14)

1

In the absence of a field only the diffusion term is
considered. Fick's first law states that the flux is
proportional to the concentration gradient:
I ac

Ji =

(3.15)

If a steady state does not exist this equation is still
valid for any instant of time [6].

Fick's 2nd law

describes where the amount of & ion entering at a point x
is different from the amount leaving at x + dx:

ac = a' ac'
ax

(3.16)

The general formula is often given as:

ac
-at

=

DVPC
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(3.17)

where V2 is a Laplacian operator which for linear diffusion
is [2]
--

(3.18)

ax 2

Where D is variable because of, for example,
inhomogenities in the solid then in linear form Fick's 2nd
law may be expressed as [6]:
ac - aD öc
ax ax

+

c

D --

(3.19)

Although this latter equation is difficult to solve, mass
transfer equations are generally solved using a set of
assumptions which take the form of boundary conditions,
such as those used for equation 2.20 in Chapter 2. The
magnitude of the net current flow depends also on the
kinetics of the charge transfer across the interface. The
total current is the sum of the partial current densities
which may be represented thus:
I

= I-. + I•-

(3.20)

These partial current densities are dependent on the rate
constant and the concentration of the species at the site
of the transfer [7] which for our univalent charge
transfer is:

I-. =-FkC
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(3.21)

The rate constants have the property of varying with the
potential at the interface according to:
k=ke

(3.22)

RT

where k' is the standard rate constant for the forward
reaction, and a is a symmetry factor for the forward
reaction (see eqn. 3.23 below).

Combining forward and

reverse reactions leads to the Butler-Volmer equation which
describes the way in which the net current density varies
with the exchange current density, overpotential (ii) and
transfer co-efficients a,f3:

I =

[e(n
)-e( -L"q )j

11 = E- E0

a + 13

= 1

(3. 23)

(3.24,3.25)

The terms inside the brackets refer to forward and reverse
processes.
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Thus the quantitative measure of the rate of ion
exchange is the exchange current density (or flux density)
10.

Ion transfer at zero net flux is characterised by equal

and opposite fluxes of ions across the phase boundary. If
there is a high exchange current density across the phase
boundary then net flow of ions in one direction or the
other can easily be coped with (the charge transfer
predominates, the system can rapidly re-establish
equilibrium) and the potential remains fixed or is nonpolarisable.

However, in the case of a low exchange

current density the charge transfer cannot cope and the
non-f aradaic effects can influence the potential. This
usually results in a space charge build up and an increase
in potential difference (overvoltage

ri).

In the extreme

where no charge transfer occurs the interface is termed
fully polarisable or blocking. Most interfaces lie between
these two extremes. For cases of high overpotentials the
Butler-Volmer equation takes on a limiting form where one
of the terms becomes negligible and near irreversible
behaviour is exhibited. This is the Tafel relation and it
is usually expressed:
RT
I)
I =10e1'

(3.26)

The simplest case of ionic transfer from one phase to
another is the liquid - liquid case [8] described by the
Butler - Volmer equation above(323)This situation would be
possiblean idealised system in which, (1) the glass,
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contact material and metal are in contact along a perfectly
flat plane, and the materials are homogeneous.
(2) conduction within the glass is wholly ionic, within the
contact material is both ionic and electronic, and the
metal supports only electronic conduction. (3) at the glass
- contact material interface only ionic transfer across the
interface is possible and across the metal contact
interface only electronic conduction is possible. (4) the
exchange current density at both interfaces is capable of
being greater than about 10 4Acm 2. In this system there
would be a constant potential between the phases equal to
the differences of the electrochemical potentials of each
phase, ie. little overvoltage is created because charge
separation remains constant and the potential observed is
only dependent on the bulk concentrations, ie. is
"Nernst Ian"
However the case of the solid-solid interface is not
usually as ideal and is more likely to exhibit Tafel type
behaviour regarding current-voltage characteristics.
Unlike the liquid-liquid case where a single reaction
pathway over an energy barrier is described, there are a
number of reaction pathways dependent on vacancies,
defects, structure, charge separation and homogeneity of
the surfaces [2].

The physical preparation of solid

surfaces and their treatment - heating, polishing, etc. can significantly affect their electrochemical properties.
Buck [9] describes non-ideal solid-liquid interfaces and
some aspects of this can be applied to solid-solid
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interfaces as described below. Solid-solid interfaces are
probably characterised by regions of non-uniform mobility,
because of an inhomogeneous surface structure. Faradaic
charge transfer may be confined to specific (or clustered)
electro-active sites embedded in non-electro-active surface
regions. Transport may be blocked in parts by separate
phase coverage. We can further add that stresses and
strain may have been induced into the surface by
preparative treatments, which may subsequently relax and
alter the electrochemical characteristics. Even defining
the exact position of a phase interface may be difficult,
particularly if there is a gradual or non-uniform
compositional change.

In general the exchange current

densities of ions in all but the fastest ionic conductors
are not sufficiently rapid and the flux gives rise to an
accumulation of, or depletion of, ions in the volume on
either side of the interface. The effect of this is to
give rise to time dependent polarisation [lO.

The

bulk d.c. conductivity of ion sensitive glass is usually of
the order of 10 8f11cm 1 ,

[11]

not high enough to allow

high current densities across a phase interface without
some modification to the surface structure, as in for
instance hydration of the glass at a solution interface.
The conduction processes which occur in examples of
materials used as solid contacts are examined below.
Possible reactions leading to charge transfer and the
extent of that charge transfer are also discussed.

1i=

3.3 Ionic conduction
A potential well model is usually proposed for the
mechanism of ionic conduction and activated hopping of ions
is thought to occur in both crystalline and non-crystalline
solids. Due to thermal energy all ions in a solid vibrate
at 1012 to 1013 Hz. At temperature T the probability P that
an ion has a greater energy than the activation energy Ea
can be written:
Poc

exp{-j

where k is Boltzmanns constant [12].

(3.27)

The number of

jumps per second is proportional to:

ye

(- -L")
kT

(3.28)

where v is the vibrational frequency of the ions. Hopping
is random and no net current flows unless an electric field
E

is applied. The work done corresponds to the energy

between two sites A and B as shown in Fig. 3.1 which
illustrates the effect of applied field on the energy of
activation.
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(a)

(b)

2

E+ (Vzd/2)

E- (Vzd/2)

Fig 3.1 Potential well model for ionic
conductivity shown without (a) and with (b) an
applied field. Under an applied field the energy
barrier to migration in the two directions
(against the field or vice-versa) A to B and B to
A are (E-½Vzd) and (E+½VzD) respectively, hence
it is more probable that the ion jumps from A to
B than vice-versa.
It follows that the net probability is [12]:
P oc

veE- E- (Vzd/2) 1
kT
• -

ve[

E+ (Vzd/2) 1j
kT

(3.16)

and this can be rearranged:
Ea \r

I

Vzd'

I Vzd"

P cc ve(1cT)[e(21cT)_e21cT)j

(3.16)

for Vzd<<<kT the terms in the square brackets reduce to
Vzd/kT:
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kT
Vzd e ()
kT

Poc

(3.17)

the mobility u is given by:
U

= Pd
V

(3.18)

(Y

= Nzu

(3.19)

and conductivity a by:

and:
a = Nz2d2ve(E)
kT

(3.20)

This Arrhenius type behaviour for conductivity may be
validated by plotting logaT versus T 1 to obtain a straight
line of slope -E0/k. This assumes that N, the number of
mobile ions is not itself temperature dependent. This is
found for most crystalline ionic solids, but in sodium
silicate glasses this may not be the case. The conduction
mechanisms for the non-metallic materials used as contacts
to ion sensitive glass, and that of the glass itself, are
discussed below.
As already seen in Chapter 2 conduction in sodium
silicate glasses is found to be by mobile sodium ions, and
exchange and penetration of the glass is also possible by
other alkali cations [13] as well as silver from silver
nitrate melts [14].

The above model for ionic

conduction requires some modification for sodium silicate
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glasses. The conduction of sodium ions is now thought to
be consistent with a dissociative equilibrium with the
anionic network similar to the weak electrolyte theory for
dilute solutions [13]. The mechanism of conduction has
been studied by electrical methods such as those by Owen
[15] and Charles [16], and radiotracer diffusion
experiments by Lim and Day [17] who review the various
defect mechanisms which could fit the experimental data.
Their work reinforces the weak electrolyte theory for which
Ingrain has recently proposed an interstitial pairing
mechanism where two Na ions are associated with a nonbridging oxygen [18].

This operates by a dissociation

mechanism where only free Na ions contribute to the
conductivity, although all are capable of contributing to
the conductivity. This type of pairing mechanism has also
been proposed for conduction of sodium in the fast-ion
conductor sodium-beta-alumina [19].
The consequence of this is that accumulation of ions
is allowed near the surface region and redistribution of
ionic charge is possible within the glass.

The

conductivity seems not only dependent on composition and
temperature but also on the heat treatment the glass has
received. For example, it is found that the conductivity
is several times lower for annealed glasses than for
chilled glasses of the same composition [20].

As far

as ion selective glasses are concerned these factors may be
relevant to the unpredictable nature of the asymmetry
potential and its time dependence. Where the existence of
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a reversible charge transfer mechanism appears to be
questionable, as with metal contacts, polarisation
phenomena are more likely to dominate the process.
Consequently the potential is likely to be less stable and
also less well able to respond to small current draw. One
might also expect there to be a strong temperature
dependence of potential and temperature dependent
hysteresis, perhaps even arising from minor fluctuations of
room temperature. It also remains to be seen how separable
the time dependence of potentials at the solid and liquid
interfaces of the glass are. This can really only be done
empirically by measurement of different sorts of contact,
and observing the time dependency of each.

3.4 Properties of solid contact materials
The non-metallic contact materials studied in the
present work can be divided into two basic classes;
contacts containing sodium and contacts containing silver.
Both ionic and metallic forms of each were used. The
properties of these contacts are described below.
AgF, AgCl and AgBr crystallise in a cubic rock salt
structure similar to alkali halides (AgI adopts this
structure
there

under

exists

pressure) [21].

considerable

covalent

In

silver

character.

halides
This

increases from AgF, which is the most ionic salt, to AgI
which is the most covalent.
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AgBr exhibits

about 50%

covalent character.

It is thought that the conflict

between ionic octahedral coordination and covalent
tetrahedral coordination leads to a tendency to form
Frenkel defects [22].
In pure crystals of silver halides: AgF, AgCl and
AgBr, the conduction of silver ions is by Frenkel defects.
For AgCl the intrinsic number of Frenkel pairs is about 10 11
per mol AgCl, but AgCl is rarely of the required purity and
as little as lppm impurities enhances conduction. Both Ag
ions and silver ion vacancies can move independently
through the lattice. Doping with bivalent cations has the
effect of increasing vacancies and reducing Ag mobility.
Doping with bivalent anions such as sulphide has the
opposite effect. Pressed pellets of AgCl with 20% A92 have
conductivities 103 times higher those of pure AgCl (lO fl'
cm-1 as opposed to 10 7 iY1cm 1 ) [8]. Electronic conduction
also takes place in silver halides to 1% of the charge
carriers and higher if doped or impure [8].
Sodium tungsten bronzes are non-stoichiometric sodium
tungstates with the general formula NaW03 where 0<x<l.
From 0.4:5x:51 the structure is cubic and below x=0.4 there
are two tetragonal phases [23] ; for 0.15:5x:!~0.28 the
two tetragonal phases co-exist [24].

Above x=0.3 the

bronze conduction is metallic and below x=0.3 the bronze
has n-type semiconductor properties [25].

Sodium

diffusion takes place through a three dimensional "tunnel"
structure occuring in both tetragonal and cubic forms. The

cubic bronzes have perovskite type structures with (l-x) Na
sites unoccupied. These unoccupied sites enable sodium
diffusion within the lattice. The structure is shown in
fig 3.2. The formula of sodium tungsten bronze can be
represented thus:
(Na -)(W5

(w6)1(O2)3

Only when x>O.3 do the electrons supplied by the Na go
into the conduction band and the compound exhibit metallic
type conductivity. Because orbitals from both tungsten and
oxygen go to make up the conduction band, this leads to the
deep colours associated with metal-oxygen charge transfer.
Electronic conduction predominates, the sodium conductivity
being about 10 10 2_ 1cm 1 at room temperature (extrapolated
from conductivity data presented by Rama:narayan and Worrell
carried out from 873K to 1023K [26]).

This is lower

than that of most sodium containing ion sensitive glasses
(-10 8fl 1cm 1).

However space charge development and

polarisation on the bronze side of any contact should only
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Na diffusion

0 Na
0W

(1-x) missing

00
Fig 3.2.
The structure of cubic sodium
tungsten bronze. The arrows represent the 3
directions in which Na may diffuse.
The
electrons provided by the sodium are thought to
enter the conduction band, formed from the t2g
band (arising from ligand field splitting of the
tungsten 5d orbitals) and W-O-W ir-bond overlap
[27].
be similar to that shown by a metal, ie. very small, the
space charge being developed on the glass side as a result
of poor sodium interchange across the interface (if that is
the charge transfer reaction). Thus any drift of potential
should not be due to a contribution from movement of ions
on the bronze side of the interface, but could arise from
this source on the glass side.
Atoms of iron incorporated into a sodium silicate
glass are thought to occupy sites in the anionic lattice,

existing as Fe2 or Fe3 ions. The proportion of Fe2 /Fe3 is
determined by partial pressure of oxygen during firing of
the glass. Electronic conduction is thought to occur via
electron hopping via bridging oxygens.

3.5 Possible charge transfer mechanisms
The nature of a potentiometric study of solid
conducting contacts on ion sensitive glass is necessarily
empirical.

From Chapter 2 we see that the silver halide

type of contact has been used in many examples. The first
premise of this is that the Ag/AgC1 system has a stable
potential. The silver/silver chloride electrode is often
used as a reference electrode in conventional electrochemistry because it has a very stable potential and a high
exchange current density.

Both discrete layers of

silver/silver halide and the semi-discrete layers work
equally well and give the same standard potential [28].
How charge transfer is achieved between silver halide and
glass has not yet been addressed. A possible mechanism is
illustrated below whereby silver ions in silver chloride,
migrating as Frenkel defects, cross the interface to occupy
sites previously vacated by sodium ions in the glass.

silver chloride

glass

Cl_.jA
Ag
Ag—Cl
Cl—Ag
+

Ag—Cl

Ag
Ag—Cl

Ag

Fig. 3.3. A representation of transfer of
silver ions from silver chloride to a sodium
silicate glass. Space charge in the halide layer
would comprise a large number of inter-stitial
silver ions near the interface (or alternatively
silver vacancies). In the glass a corresponding
increase in vacancies (or ions) would mirror
this. The figure is not meant to accurately
represent the glass structure. The reverse of
this would be sodium ions entering the halide at
where silver vacancies were left, subsequent
diffusion of sodium ions would then be of
Schottky defects [19].
Sodium tungsten bronze which is a mixed conductor
could behave either as a metallic contact or as a sodium
conducting contact. The polarisation studies of Campbell
[29] suggest the latter. Potentiometric studies could
confirm this if different sodium concentrations in the
bronze can be related to different contact potentials.
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A contact which would appear to fulfil the
expectations of a solid contact is that of the electronic
conducting sodium-aluminium iron silicate glass.

The

transition between the glasses of similar composition
except for the addition of Fe at one side' would appear to
lend itself to conduction of sodium across the interface
without such different environments for it to transfer to
and from, and consequently energy barriers to overcome.
One of the most important aspects of electron transfer is
the assumption that reactants and products do not change
configurations during the actual transfer. A tenet of the
Franck-Condon principle states that the nuclear goemetry
and momenta does not change during electronic transitions
[30].

The reactant and product must share a common

nuclear configuration at the moment of transfer; thus
included in the rate constant for electron transfer is a
term for the frequency with which a reacting molecule is
configured such that it has the same energy as that of the
product [2]. The degree to which this is possible is
dependent on the degree of structural similarity between
the two states. Although electron transfer is based on
quantum mechanics and ionic transfer on classical physics
theories, in the case of ionic transfer an analogous
situation may apply with respect to both the frequency of
cationic vibration and its lattice site geometry, that is
the structural and energetic configurations are required to
be as similar as possible in the two sites.

Just as

electron transfer between aromatic hydrocarbons and their
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radical anions is fast and simple because their structural
environments are similar [2], the same maybe true of ionic
transfer such as exchange of silver between different
silver halides or sulphides. Thus the contact which would
lead to the highest rate of ionic transfer in the case of
ion sensitive alkali silicate glasses would be another
alkali silicate glass, preferably of similar composition.
All of the above mentioned ionic conducting materials
are also able to conduct electronically to a varying extent
and they therefore could show the same behaviour as metal
contacts.

However an ionic charge transfer mechanism

involving sodium (or silver ions in the case of silver
halides) may present a more energetically favourable route.
The reaction schemes for various contacts described above
are given below. Both reactions for the metal/contact and
contact/ion sensitive glass interface are given:
a) silver salts
+

e(metal)

For the right hand reaction either silver ions are already
in the glass, having been thermally diffused, or the
reaction must start initially irreversibly, and proceed
spontaneously until the electrochemical potentials of the
silver in each phase are equal. The rate constant of the
reaction determines the time this will take and therefore
the time dependency of the potential observed.
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sodium tungsten bronze
W(bronze) -h Wbroflz)

+

e(meal)

Na (bronze)

iron sodium silicate glass
3+
Fe(contact glass)

glass)

glass)

±

e(metal)

Nct0n sensitive glass)

In these two cases sodium is present at both sides of the
interface, but there is still likely to be some
thermodynamically driven redistribution of sodium ions
between the two phases, again showing some time dependency,
but possibly less marked for the iron silicate glass
contact. As the sodium environments are similar, there is
less likely to be a great difference in electrochemical
potential, as in say the sodium tungsten bronze system, and
less of an energy barrier to overcome (as discussed above).
sodium metal
Na (metal)

Na g1ass)

+

e(metal)

other metals
L( metal)

AAfl+
M(glass) + ne(metal)

The reaction for sodium is also possible for other metal
contacts but the equilibrium for such a reaction lies well
over to the right hand side. Diffusion of other metal ions
into the glass is possible; generally this has been done
thermally for the purpose of measuring the diffusion coefficient [10]. The conditions for attainment of a. stable
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equilibrium potential at the interface given above are
still required.
In Chapter 2 we have seen the different techniques of
applying metal contacts, using both thermally aided
diffusion, or simply evaporated metal coating.

The

relative performance of these with solid ionic contacts is
unclear. The experimental work which will be described in
Chapter 4 was carried out with the following contact
materials. In the present work silver halides, both pure
and doped with silver sulphide (which may increase both
silver ion and electronic conductivity in the contact), or
silver nitrate (which may readily allow silver ion
diffusion into the glass surface) were applied. Silver
metal was applied both as a surface coating and thermally
to allow comparisons under the same experimental
conditions.

Sodium tungsten bronze was applied by a

variety of methods mainly using pure bronze compositions of
different sodium content but also including a similar means
to that described in Chapter 2. Two compositions of an
iron containing sodium silicate glass were also prepared
and applied to the same ion sensitive glass as the other
contacts above: Corning 0150 (formerly Corning 015) as well
as a sodium sensitive soda-alumina-silicate glass.
Variations in the compositions of the above contact
materials may show different behaviour which could suggest
or eliminate mechanisms. The success of this approach will
be seen in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

The results of

potentiometric experiments are presented in Chapter 5. In
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Chapter 6 spectroscopic measurements are carried out to try
and determine concentrations of silver and sodium near the
interface. Where these were successful, attempts were made
to connect the observations with the results obtained in
Chapter 5, and this is discussed further in Chapter 7. In
Chapter 4 the fabrication and method of testing the glass
electrode devices is described.
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Chapter 4
Fabrication and testing of electrode devices
4.1 Introduction
To enable a good comparison of ion sensitive glass
electrodes with different types of solid contacts the
electrodes should be tested in as similar a manner as
possible. The aim of this part of the experimental work
was to use some of the contacts discussed in the previous
chapters and apply them to Corning 0150 glass membranes.
This chapter describes the fabrication of the electrode
devices, the tests carried out and the instrumentation
used to assess their performance. The results of the work
are reported in Chapter 5. For some contact materials the
glass-contact interface has been investigated further using
spectroscopic methods described in Chapter 6.

4.2. Device design
The electrode devices must be constructed so as to
facilitate the complete sealing of the internal contact and
connecting lead. The insulation resistance must be at
least 1000 times the resistance of the device to give 0.1%
accuracy. A bulb and stem configuration would be suitable
for this purpose, but a planar glass surface offers several
advantages: a more uniform coating of contact material and
easier application of the latter; easier handling; a more
robust structure; and a more reproducible surface area.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2 it has been found that
direct application of "durable" organic sealants (epoxy
resin or silicone rubber adhesives) to Corning 0150 glass
does not give an electrically leak free seal. In order to
overcome this the 0150 glass must be sealed to a ceramic,
glass or glass ceramic.

Kelly [1] found that it was

best to use a ceramic or glass-ceramic which has a higher
softening point than the glass. This means it can be used
as a substrate, in muffle furnaces, without danger of the
substrate material flowing.
The glass ceramic LZ1(B) supplied by Ceramic
Developments (Midland) Ltd. was chosen for its
compatibility with Corning 0150 glass in respect
particularly of thermal expansion matching and also for its
lack of adverse reaction on fusion. Any substrate material
to which the glass is to be fused must have a thermal
expansion coefficient (TEC) which is close enough to that
of the glass, in the temperature range of firing, to
prevent cracking of one or the other.
Other related problems which arise are that: the TEC
of the internal contact material (1CM) may be incompatible
with the glass (or glass-ceramic), causing fracture;
diffusion of the 1CM into the glass may alter the TEC of
the glass, again causing fracture; there may be a reaction
between the 1CM and glass or glass-ceramic leading to
decomposition of either material.
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For some ICMs, particularly silver salts and metals,
several methods of application to the ion sensitive glass
have been described in the literature (see Chapter 2). For
the purpose of this work the simplest and most
straightforward method was usually followed. All the ICMs
must have an overlying metal contact which is applied after
the 1CM. The application of the 1CM and its metal contact
are described individually for each contact in section 4.4.
The general structure of the devices is shown in fig 4.1.
Although the application of these contact materials
may ultimately be in devices made using microcircuit
fabrication methods these methods have not been extensively
used in this project. This is because of the uncertainty
of the effects that extra processes may have on the
materials and therefore on the performance of the devices.

4.3 General device construction
The simplest structure would be formed by fusing a
flat piece of glass over the end of a tube of LZ1(B)
glass-ceramic. The glass was fused to a ring of LZ1(B)
because a long stem would impede the application of the 1CM
and metal coating. An insulating glass tube was sealed to
the ring of LZ1(B), there being negligible electrical
leakage through a borosilicate glass-LZ1(B) seal using
organic type sealants. The structure incorporates the
advantages of a planar configuration of the glass already
mentioned above (section 4.2).

The following sections

describe how the test structures were fabricated.

SJL
RUBI
co

Fg. 4.1 Gener2l. devLce constructLon - cross-secton
20 times actual size
Thickness or transition Layer is exaggerated
but C5 dependent on material (refer to text)

4.3.1 Preparation of glass and glass ceramic
Blocks of glass ceramic LZ1(B) approx. 100iiunx25inm were
encased in wax (Lakeside cement no.70) to prevent chipping
and fracturing. Using a diamond tipped circular saw the
blocks were cut into plates lOxlOxlmm. A hole 5mm in
diameter was drilled in the centre of the plate using a
diamond tipped trepanning drill, again using wax
encapsulation for protection. The substrates obtained were
washed in dilute Decon 90 in an ultrasonic bath for 30
minutes to remove the wax. This was followed by ultrasonic
washing in methanol for 10 minutes, finally the substrates
were rinsed and dried with acetone.
Blocks of 0150 glass 75x25x25mm were sectioned into
plates with a thickness of 300jm. The blocks were encased
in wax before being cut. Using a diamond tipped scribe the
plates were divided into smaller plates of dimensions
8x8mmx3OOm. The same cleaning procedure as above was used
except that acetone was used to remove wax instead of Decon
90 (which contains KOH).

4.3.2 Preparation of pre-fused LZ1(B)/0150 substrates
The following procedure was used to fuse the glass
plates to the LZ1(B) substrates. The glass plate was laid
centrally over the substrate to cover the 5mm diameter
hole. This was placed in a muffle furnace and heated to
710°C for 20 minutes. The furnace was allowed to cool to
room temperature,ctta mean rate of 40Cmin 1. This structure

will be referred to as an LZ1(B)/0150 substrate, it was
used universally with all ICM5.
A sodium ion sensitive glass of sodium aluminium
silicate was also made for use with a particular contact
described below. Its synthesis and use are described in
section 4.4.7., but it was prepared for use with LZ1(B)
glass ceramic in the same way as Corning 0150 glass above.

4.3.3 Mounting electrode devices for testing
After the 1CM and overlying metal contact film had
been applied (section 4.4) the devices were encapsulated
for testing in solution. All the devices were mounted in
a similar fashion (where an exception occurs this will be
indicated in the particular method for each contact type).
A copper wire was attached to the metal contact on the 1CM
by silver conductivity paint. A borosilicate glass tube
was sealed to the LZ1(B) with silicone rubber (Dow-Corning
Silcoset 732).

The other end of the copper wire was

attached to a 2mm socket which was sealed to the other end
of the glass tube by wax (Cottrell) followed by silicone
rubber. A cross-section of the device is shown in fig.
4.1.

4.3.4 Electrode labelling
Each electrode was allocated a label according to the
contact material, variations in its composition (if
applicable), its batch no. (if there was more than one
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batch made), and its number within that batch. For example
SFN1(2)/l, found below, refers to silver fluoride - silver
nitrate contact, composition no.1, batch number 2,
electrode number 1. The labels are given for each type of
contact in the text and tables below.

4.4 Application of contact materials
4.4.1 Silver salts
The silver salts described in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were
applied to the ion sensitive glass using the following
method.
The salt or mixture of salts was ground in isopropanol
to a fine powder using an agate mortar and pestle (BDH
Analar grade chemicals were used, except for silver
fluoride and silver sulphide which were Johnson-Matthey
99.99%).

The resulting slurry was applied dropwise by

pipette to the 0150 'window' of the LZ1(B)/0150 substrate.
When dry a thickness of 20-25pm was obtained.

The

substrates were heated in a belt or muffle furnace for
temperatures above 400°C and on a hot plate for lower
temperatures. Compositions that included silver fluoride
were heated in a glove box containing a dry nitrogen
atmosphere.
Silver conductivity paint or evaporated silver
contacts were applied to the 1CM and a copper wire
attached. Where decomposition of the 1CM was likely on
exposure to air, wax was coated over the contact area.
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Table 4.1 describes the 1st set of silver salt
devices. The performance of these devices determined the
composition of the 2nd set of devices. The results are
given in detail in Chapter 5.

Table 4.1: 1st set of silver salt contacts to 0150 glass

SALTS

RATIO

%

TEMP.
APPLIED
°C

silver fluoride

100

200-400

a

silver fluoridesilver nitrate

75:25

200

3
4

SFN1(1)
SFN1(2)

silver chloride

100

456

10

SC(l)

silver bromide

100

440

10

SB

silver chloridesilver sulphide

80:20

456

5
5

SCS(l)
SCS(2)

silver bromidesilver sulphide

80:20

433

9

SBS

a

NO. OF
DEVICES

BATCH
LABEL

-

Pure AgF decomposed on heating (under a nitrogen
atmosphere) and the remaining loose powder on the glass
surface was not suitable for making a good contact.
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Table 4.2: 2nd set of silver salt contacts on 0150 glass

SALT

RATIO

TEMP.
APPLIED
°C

NO. OF
DEVICES

silver fluoridesilver nitrate

90:10
75:25
50:50
25:75
10:90

200

6
6
6
6
6

SFN2
SFN1(3)
SFN3
SFN4
SFN5

silver nitrate

100

200

6

SN

silver chloridesilver nitrate

75:25

220

6

SCN

silver bromidesilver nitrate

75:25

220

6

SBN

silver fluoridesilver chloride

50:50

220

6

SFC

silver fluoridesilver chloridesilver nitrate

35:55
:10

220

6

SFCN

mmm

ELECTRODE
LABEL

4.4.2 Silver metal
Silver metal in the form of silver conductivity paint
(Electrodag 915) was applied to LZ1(B)/0150 substrates.
These acted as a control for other types of contact to
which silver conductivity paint was applied. 6 devices of
this type were made and labelled SD.
Silver metal was also applied as the bulk metal. A
piece of silver metal (Johnson-Matthey, 99.999%) of
dimensions 3x3x0.limu was placed on the glass surface of an
LZ1(B)/0150 substrate.

The substrate was placed in a

muffle furnace and heated to 710°C for 20 minutes, it was
allowed to cool to room temperature in the furnace.
Contact was made to the silver metal using silver
conductivity paint.

6 devices of this type were made

labelled SM.

4.4.3 Sodium metal
In a glove box containing dry nitrogen a piece of
sodium was cut from a large block (Aldrich). The piece, of
dimensions approx. 5x5xlmm, was applied to the glass
surface of the LZ1(B)/0150 substrate, pressing with a
spatula to ensure complete coverage of the 'window' area.
The substrate was placed on a hotplate and heated to above
100°C (nip. Na 980C). After cooling, a piece of copper wire
was pressed into the sodium. Molten wax was poured over
the sodium for protection. 8 devices were made in this way
and labelled Nal.
CEM

A high occurrence of leakage failure in the above
devices led to a modification of the method of fabrication.
The glass tube was pre-sealed to the LZ1(B)/0150 substrate
using silicone rubber. To apply the sodium (again in the
glove box), an amount of sodium was placed on the end of a
glass rod which was then inserted into the glass tube. The
sodium was pressed against the 0150 glass surface. A
copper wire was inserted into the sodium by means of the
glass rod. Molten wax was poured into the glass tube to
protect the sodium. 8 devices were made in this way and
labelled Na2.

4.4.4 Sodium tungsten bronze
This material was synthesised using two different
methods which are described separately in sections 4.4.4.1
and 4.4..3 below. Following each of these sections, the
method of application to the LZ1(B)/0150 substrates of each
synthesised material is given (sections 4.4.4.2 and
4.4.+.4). The synthesis and methods are summarised in fig
4.2, and the compositions are listed in table 4.3.

4.4.4.1 Electrochemical synthesis
The first method of synthesis is after that of Hauck
et al, [2] and used by Campbell [3].

bOg of

anhydrous sodium tungstate (Na2WO4 ) ( Koch-Light >99%, dried
at 850°C overnight) and 50g tungsten oxide (W03 )
(Aldrich, 99.995%) were intimately mixed to a fine powder
using an agate mortar and pestle. The mixture was placed
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material

synthesis

sodium tungsten bronze

I

electrochemical

I

method of
application

pure form
applied as
slurry

mixed with
carbon and
applied as
slurry

batch
labels

STB1 (1)
STB1 (2)

ST132

direct fusion

pure form
applied as
slurry

STB3
ST135
STB7
STB9

pellet

STB4
STB6
STB8
STB1O

Fig 42 Types of sodium tungsten bronze contact

into an alumina crucible which contained two platinum
electrodes. The crucible was covered and placed in a
muffle furnace. After connection of the electrodes to a
power supply the furnace was heated to 780°C, monitoring
with a thermocouple in close contact with the crucible.
The power supply to the electrodes was switched on and
adjusted to allow 45mA. As noted by Campbell the voltage
across the electrodes had to be increased regularly for the
first day to maintain the current. For the following four
days of electrolysis the current was maintained at 20inA.
The furnace was switched off and, after cooling, the power
to the electrodes was also switched off. The material was
removed from the crucible and washed with hot water to
reveal red crystals of metallic lustre.

4.4.4.2 Electrode fabrication for electrochemically
synthesised sodium tungsten bronze
Two procedures for this electrode fabrication were
followed. For the first method, the bronze was ground up
to a fine powder using an agate mortar and pestle, and
applied, in isopropanol, as a slurry to the glass surface
of the LZ1(B) substrates. The substrates were heated in a
belt furnace to 710°C, under nitrogen to prevent
decomposition of the bronze. The bronze powder appeared to
have fused to the glass, although the layer was easily
powderable. Silver was applied to the bronze layer by
vacuum evaporation. 2 batches of 3 and 5 devices were
fabricated in this way and labelled STB1(l) and STB1(2).

MM

The second method of device preparation followed as
closely as possible the procedure given by Dameshek and
Bubireva [4].

The bronze was powdered to a particle

size of z15Am and mixed thoroughly in water with carbon
powder of particle size 3Am. Enough water was allowed to
dry to make a paste. This paste was applied to the glass
surface and heated to 200°C in an oven. A layer of thickness
40jtm was obtained. Silver conductivity paint was applied
to this layer. 5 devices of this type were made and
labelled STB2.

4.4.4.3 Direct fusion synthesis
The second synthesis of sodium tungsten bronze was
after the method described by

and Worrell

[5]. Bronzes of differing sodium concentration were made
by using the appropriate proportions of tungsten, sodium
tungstate and tungsten oxide according to the formula
below:

- Na. W04 + (3-2x)

+ - W -,Na,WO3

The ingredients were finely ground using an agate
mortar and pestle. They were heated in a covered silica
crucible under argon (zero grade) at 850°C for 10 hours.
After cooling the bronze was removed, powdered and pressed
into pellets (5 tons for 1 minute, 1 ton for 4 minutes).
The pellets were sintered for a further 10 hours at 850°C
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under argon. Some of the pellets were retained and the
remainder were crushed into a powder.

4.4.4.4 Electrode fabrication for direct fusion synthesised
sodium tungsten bronze
To make electrode devices the following alternative
procedures were used. In one method the bronze was used in
pellet form.

A pellet was divided into quarters and

pressed against the glass surface of the LZ1(B)/015
substrate by use of a wire spring. One end of the spring
was coated with silver conductivity paint and the other
attached to a 2mm socket, so that the spring also acted as
the conductor. Four electrode devices were made for each
of the four bronze compositions. The second method used
the bronze in powdered form. The powder was applied to the
glass surface as a slurry with isopropanol similar to the
method for the electrochemically prepared bronze. The
substrates were heated to 710°C under argon. The bronze
powder did not appear to have fused to the glass surface
(unlike the electrochemically prepared STB) and was easily
removed. Silver was applied to the bronze layer by vacuum
evaporation. 4 electrode devices were made for each of
the 4 bronze compositions.
compositions and the batch labels.
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Table 4.3 details the

Table 4.3 Sodium tungsten bronze contacts
COMpOSITIONa
NaWO3 where x
is given below

METHOD OF
APPLICATION

0.66
0.66
0.66 (+carbon)

slurry

0.21
0.21
0.35
0.35
0.65
0.65
0.8
0.8

pellet
slurry
pellet
slurry
pellet
slurry
pellet
slurry

if
of

NO. OF
DEVICES

LABELb

3
5
5

STB1(1)
STB1(2)
STB2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

STB3
STB4
STB5
STB6
STB7
STB8
STB9
STB10

a The accuracy of the sodium content is x±0.03
° STB1 and STB2 were prepared by electrochemical
synthesis (section 4.4.6.1) and the remainder prepared by
direct fusion synthesis (section 4.4.6.3), also see fig 4.2
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4.4.5 Iron sodium aluminium silicate glass (FNAS glass)
The method of Schultz and co-workers [6] (see also
description in section 2.7.2) for making a contact of an
iron sodium aluminium silicate glass on a sodium ion
sensitive glass was carried out, but with several
modifications: the method of application differs; a glass
with a lower iron content was also synthesised; and the
iron containing glass was used as a contact to pH sensitive
Corning 0150 glass as well as to a sodium sensitive glass.
The methods for synthesis of the glasses and fabrication of
the contacts are given below. The compositions of the
glasses and the combinations of FNAS glass and ion
sensitive glass are given in tables 4.4 and 4.5 below. Two
iron containing glasses were made, one of high iron
concentration and one of low iron concentration, referred
to as FNAS1 and FNAS2 respectively in the text below.
The materials, sodium carbonate, iron(III) oxide,
aluminium hydroxide and silicon dioxide, were ground in
acetone using a mortar and pestle.

The mixture was

transferred to a platinum crucible and baked over a bunsen
flame to remove carbon dioxide and water. The crucible was
placed in a muffle furnace and heated to 1100°C. After 6
hours the crucible was removed from the furnace and the
glass poured onto a stainless steel block. The dark brown
glass obtained was cut into 1mm plates using a diamond
tipped saw (the procedure given in section 4.3.1 for
cutting and cleaning of 0150 glass was followed).
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The method for making the sodium ion sensitive glass
(referred to as NAS glass below) was the same as for the
FNAS glasses, without the addition of iron oxide. The
glass was sliced into 300nu plates. These were fused to
LZ1(B) substrates similar to the 0150 glass (section
4.3.2).
The glasses were fused together at 850°C for 2
minutes. 6 electrodes were made of each of the combinations
detailed in table 4.5. The combination of FNAS2 glass and
0150 glass resulted in cracking of the 0150 glass plate.
To make a contact to the FNAS layer silver dag was
applied and the electrodes made up in the usual manner.

Table 4.4 Compositions of glasses (molt)
GLASS

SODIUM
OXIDE

IRON
OXIDE

ALUMINIUM
OXIDE

SILICON
DIOXIDE

FNAS1
FNAS2
NAS

26.4
21.7
24.2

21.1
12.1

3.8
1.0
6.0

48.5
65.1
69.9

-

The composition of Corning 0150 glass is 22% sodium oxide,
6% calcium oxide and 72% silicon dioxide

Table 4.5 Iron sodium aluminium silicate glass contacts
COMPOSITION

ION SENSITIVE
GLASS

FNAS1
FNAS2
FNAS1
FNAS2

NAS
NAS
0150
0150

NO. OF
DEVICES
6
6
6
1
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-

LABEL
Fl
F2
F3

-

4.4.6 Control (solution) contacts
The control is of the same structure as the electrodes
made with solid contacts, but instead an internal solution
was used as is found in conventional pH electrodes. This
enables separation of the performance of the glass from the
performance of the solid contact. These were made for both
Corning 0150 glass and the NAS glass described in section
4.4.5.

The method of construction is given below. A glass
tube of inside diameter 6nun and length 5cm was attached to
a LZ1B/015 substrate using silicone rubber. In addition a
ring of silicone rubber was applied to the top outer
surface of the tube. 3 of these devices were made. The
internal solution was a pH7 buffer (BDH) in the case of
Corning 0150 glass, and 0.1M NaCl in the case of NAS glass.
The inner reference electrode was a saturated calomel
electrode.

4.5 Types of measurements made
The measurements described in table 4.6 below were
carried out to determine the pH or pNa sensitivity of the
electrodes and to investigate the way in which their output
voltage and sensitivity varied with time (over several
weeks) and the perturbing effect of temperature, all of
which are important in assessing the useful performance of
electrodes. The d.c. resistances of the devices were also
measured. This latter test indicates whether the electrode
MM

resistance is at least as great as that of a conventional
bulb electrode. If it is less then the electrode glass may
be cracked or the encapsulation may suffer from electrical
leakage. If it is very high then the accuracy of the
potentiometric measurements may be decreased.

If this

test were not carried out then false interpretations could
be made of the other results. The terms used in the first
column of Table 4.6 will be used later in the text to
denote the measurements indicated in the table.
Table 4.6 Measurements made on electrodes
PARAMETER

MEASUREMENT OF

sensitivity

potential at different
pH values

inVpH 1

response time

potential vs. time
immediately after a
change in pH

s

drift

change in potential at
given pH over several
days

mV

temperature
coefficient

potential at different
temperatures

mV0C 1

resistance

resistance of cell at
constant current or
constant voltage

UNITS

4.6 Procedure for testing electrodes
4.6.1 pH sensitivity
Initial potentiometric measurements were made using
a Keithley electrometer model 610C in the circuit
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illustrated in fig. 4.3(a). An EIL SCE was employed as the
reference electrode. 4 buffer solutions were used: 3 of
these were supplied by BDH and had values of pH4.00,
pH7.00, pH9.00, the 4th was made using 0.100M HC1 (pHl.lO).
(Accuracy of potential measurements is given in section
4.6.4) The sodium ion sensitive glass was tested with
solutions of 1.000M, 0.100M, 0.010M and 0.001M NaCl. The
cell potential was recorded for each solution and best fit
straight line taken as the slope.

4.6.2 Electrode resistance
The d.c. resistance of each device was measured using
the voltage source connected in the circuit as shown in
fig. 4.3(b), with the electrometer measuring the current.
A range of voltages from -5 to +5 V were used. These were
plotted against the current to give the resistance found by
best fit straight line.

4.6.3 Automated testing of potential
After initial measurements the electrodes were tested
daily, using an automated procedure, with the same
solutions and reference electrode as above.
Automation was made possible by using an electrometer
which had a digital input/output port, in this case a
Keithley model 617 which had facilities for connection to
an IEEE bus. The full arrangement is shown in fig 4.4. The
IEEE bus was connected via an interface to a BBC model B+
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The test chamber was devised so that

solutions could be pumped in and out of the chamber using
non-contaminating peristaltic pumps.

The pumps were

switched off and on by relays, activated by a Keithley
model 705 scanner. The scanner was connected to the IEEE
bus and hence controlled by the computer.
The test chamber was designed to hold the electrode
pair in solution continuously to prevent open circuits or
necessitate shorting the test electrode to the reference
electrode (using the zero-check facility on the
electrometer). The test cell consisted of a glass tube
which had an opening to allow insertion of the electrodes
(fig. 4.5). The tubular arrangement allowed solution to
be drained and pumped in at the same time to give a
minimum of mixing of the two solutions. The amount of
solution required to completely change the solution was
found by calibration with a conventional glass bulb pH
electrode. The program to operate the pumps and take
readings is summarised in a flow diagram (fig. 4.6).
Temperature control was not possible with the automated
system, but room temperature was recorded for each test.
The response time was taken as the time for the rate
of change of the output voltage to decrease to 0.5mVmin 1
(the minimum time measured was 45s). The response at pH9
was discounted because of the employment of the zero-check
on the electrometer, which shorted the test electrode to
the reference electrode so that the required recovery time
did not reflect the true response time. This procedure was
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Fg 45 Summary of program for testing electrodes

necessary to prevent an open circuit which could have
damage4

the electrometer. An alternative procedure

would have been to switch the high input from earth to the
test electrode (as is the case in pH meters), but then
there would still be a brief period of open circuit, which
could cause voltage spikes (possibly damaging to the
electrometer).
The minimum testing period was 45s. It allowed for
the sometimes rapid voltage fluctuations as the solution
changed (about 5s); the voltage fluctuations were so large
as to go "off scale" on the 2V scale of the electrometer,
to prevent this occurence readings were not taken for 15s.
(The "auto" scale was not used because the internal
switching induced a voltage change, which extended the
response time.) The further 30s allowed settling time in
case of a temporary decrease in the rate of change of
output voltage direction which could "fool" the program to
record a false response time.
In later batches of some electrode types it was found
necessary to test only for the potential at pH7 on a daily
basis and the automated system was not required.
Temperature control was possible and was maintained at 20°C
using the system described in section 4.6.5.

4.6.4 Accuracy of potential measurements
The accuracy of long term drift measurements would
have been reduced if the potential of the reference
electrode were to drift. To minimise this possibility the
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SCEs were labelled and their relative potentials measured.
2 of the 6 electrodes were kept permanently in saturated
KC1 solution and the others measured against them daily.
For measurements at 40°C 3 SCEs were used (see section
4.6.5). For the electrodes to be within lmV of each other
was regarded as reasonably satisfactory. Other factors are
listed below:
solutions of +0.02pH gives ±1.2mV
electrometer accuracy on 2v scale gives ±0.5mV
impedance of electrometer at 1014 ohm gives
±0. lmV
reference electrode +l.OmV
This gives a total of ±3mV. For the acceptability of
linearity of my output vs. pH a deviation from the best
straight line of 3mV was accepted. Deviations greater than
3mV were taken as a reflection of a problem with the
electrode or test system which required investigation.

4.6.5 Variation of potential with temperature
To measure the temperature coefficient and the
stability of the output potential after a temperature
change, the following system was devised.

A beaker

containing pH7 buffer solution was heated to 40°C by
placing it in an oil bath containing a resistive heater.
A temperature controller connected to the resistors was
adjusted to give a temperature of 40.0°C. A set of 3 SCEs
were kept in a beaker of saturated KC1 placed in the same
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oil bath and kept at 40°C during the course of these
experiments. As before, drift of potentials of the SCEs
could be checked by measuring their relative potentials.
One of these was placed in the test solution.
The procedure for measurement was as follows. The
output potential for an electrode in pH7 solution was
measured at 18°C. The electrode was then transferred to the
solution held at 40°C.

The potential was recorded at

intervals of 1 minute for 20 minutes after the change, and
on a chart recorder. The electrode was then transferred
back to the solution at 18°C and potential recorded for 20
minutes as before. This whole procedure was repeated at
least once.

4.6.6 Applied currents and voltages
Resistance measurements were also made using the
constant current method, using the "ohms" mode of the
Keithley model 697 electrometer and connected with the
guard as in fig. 4.4-. The effect on the output voltage of
the device was noted.
In addition to the above, voltages of up to lOOV were
applied across the membranes to see if the output voltage
of the electrode was affected by this.

The calomel

reference electrodes were substituted by a platinum wire
electrode when applying the high voltages.
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Table 4.7 Summary of silver containing contact compositions
Material

Label

No. of
devices
fabricated

Silver metal:
Ag (pure metal)
Ag (dag)

SM
SD

6
6

SFN1(1)
SFN1(2)
SFN1(3)
SFN2
SFN3
SFN4
SFN5
SFC
SFCN

3
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

SC(l)
SC(2)
SCN
SCS(l)
SCS(2)

10
6
6
5
5

SB
SBN
SBS

9
6
6

SN

6

Silver fluoride:
76%AgF
75%AgF
76%AgF
90%AgF
50%AgF
25%AgF
10%AgF
50%AgF
55%AgF

24%AgNO3
25%AgNO3
24%AgNO3
10%AgNO3
50%AgNO3
75%AgNO3
90%AgNO3
50%AgCl
35%AgC1 10% AgNO3

Silver chloride:
AgC1
AgCl
75%AgC1
80%AgCl
80%AgC1

25%AgNO3
20%A92S
20%A92S

Silver bromide:
AgBr
75%AgBr
80%AgBr

25%AgNO3
20%A92S

Silver nitrate:
AgNO3
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Table 4.8 Summary of sodium containg contact compositions
Material

Label

No. of
devices
fabricated

Sodium:
Na
Na

Nal
Na2

8
8

Na0.66 W03
Na0 66W03
Na0 W03 + carbon

STB1(1)
STB1(2)
STB2

3
5
5

Na0 21W03
Na021WO3 (pellet)
Na0 35W03
Na035WO3 (pellet)
Na0 65W03
Na065WO3 (pellet)
Na0 8W03
Na 0.8W03(pellet)

STB3
STB4
STB5
STB6
STB7
STB8
STB9
STB10

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

FNAS1 (on NAS glass)
FNAS2 (on NAS glass)

Fl
F2

6
6

FNAS1 (on Corning 0150)

F3

6

Sodium tungsten bronze:

Sodium-aluminium-iron
silicate glass

Table 4.9 Control (solution) contacts
Type

Label

pH7 solution (to 0150
glass)

SOLN

3

pNaO solution (to NAS
glass)

NSOLN

3

commercial electrodes

COMM

3
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Chapter 5
Performance of electrode devices
5.1 General Behaviour
The results of measurements described in Chapter 4 are
reported in this chapter and the performance and behaviour
of the various contact types are discussed.
The output voltage at constant pH (Eu) of the
electrodes showed the most distinguishable differences
dependent on both time and contact material, so the
variations in this are explained for each individual
contact type.
The measurements of sensitivity, response time and
d.c. resistance showed some variation between different
contact types but considerable similarity was found. These
measurements are discussed in sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4
respectively.
One of the main features of these results was the
difficulty of correlating one result (such as sensitivity)
in a test with the other results in that test (such as
response time). The dependency of the results on a contact
type were only seen when several readings were taken and
the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the sample
examined. For example, devices of the SBSa type exhibited
longer response times, showed greater deviations from
linear sensitivity and greater drift than other contact
'Silver bromide - silver sulphide contact
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types. Some contacts, such as SFNa types generally showed
faster response times, and consistent sensitivity values.
But the case of a single electrode which showed a large
variation of drift in one test did not necessarily
correspond to a longer response time, or decrease in
sensitivity value in that particular test. So there was
observed, in addition to the particular behaviour of a
specific contact, an apparently random fluctuation. This
was seen most clearly with the E0 value, where superimposed
on the long term drift was a random variation which
occurred on a test-to-test (daily) basis. The range of
magnitude (in mV) of the daily variation of Eo value was
dependent on contact type.
No contact types were observed to have a specific or
finite lifetime (with the exception of one batch of sodium
tungsten bronze contacts: STB5), unless breakdown due to
accidental damage or electrical leakage occurred.
In some cases below failure or breakdown of the device
is mentioned. This usually took one of two forms: one in
which the potential never reached a stable value (perhaps
drifting through values of several volts); and another in
which there was electrical leakage. The former examples
exhibited very high resistance (>lTfl).

The latter

exhibited low resistances (<1MIZ) and usually almost
instantaneous response time and very stable potential,
often independent of pH. A crack in the glass was most

asilver fluoride - silver nitrate contact
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commonly observed for such devices. In a few other cases
it was sometimes possible to reseal the device with
silicone rubber, or to clean the outside of the device with
methanol to remove moisture or fingerprints, after which it
was found that the device worked.

5.2 Electrode sensitivity
The ideal sensitivity at 18°C according to the Nernst
relation is -2.303RT/F which is -57.7mVpW1. In section
4.6.3 it was shown that the accuracy of the voltage
measurement was approximately ±3mV. Results of -56.9 to 58.4mVpH'1 were within these limits of accuracy.

In

general the bulk of electrodes showed -56 to -58mVpW1. The
solid state electrodes, apart from the exceptions mentioned
below, showed similar sensitivities to the conventional
membrane type of electrode. The value of the sensitivity
did not appear to be age related, for either solid state
type or conventional type electrodes.
A high resistance could have been the cause of low
sensitivity values of 30-5OmVpW1 in the case of sodium
tungsten bronze-carbon (STB2), sodium tungsten bronze
(STB6) and silver bromide-silver sulphide (SBS) contacts.
The d.c. resistance of these contacts (between 1011 and
1012f1 with an electrometer input impedance of 101412) could
have resulted in reduced accuracy of the measurement, but
only to about 10% which is about 5mV per decade or 50mVpH 1 .
Other individual electrodes which showed such poor
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sensitivity values were usually the subject of electrical
leakage.
Deviations from linear sensitivity were slightly
greater for those contact types which showed poor
sensitivities, but were still within the limits of accuracy
of the system (±3mV). Even devices which showed
sensitivities as low as 30xnVpW1 retained linearity.

5.3 Response times
The response time was taken as the time to record a
voltage output change of 0.5mVmin 1 with a minimum of 15s
(see section 4.6.3). The bulk of the response times
recorded fell between 60 and 100 seconds. The fastest
response was shown by the SFN contacts and the slowest, by
far, was the SBS type.
Response times did not appear to depend on the age of
the device nor was thee'e any relation to the daily or long
term drift behaviour of the devices. However, it was
related to the resistance of the device; the types of
devices with the highest d.c. resistance tended to give
slowest mean response times; SBS and STB2a contacts. The
effect of increasing minimum response time with increasing
resistance may be due to measurement capacitance showing at
high resistances.

However, an exception was the high

resistance devices, STB6, which showed the same fast
response times as the other STB contacts (except STB2);
a sodium tungsten bronze + carbon contact
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faster than compared to other devices with similar
resistances. This illustrates the general difficulty of
predicting the behaviour of the device in one test from the
results of another.
The response time at pH9 tended to be typically 30%
slower than those at pHl.l, pH4 and pH7. This is because of
the employment of the zero-check on the electrometer
briefly before the test (see section 4.6.3); this shorting
to the reference electrode required a slightly longer
recovery time.

The response at pH9 was therefore

discounted.
The arithmetic mean of the response time for each
contact type was calculated and is shown in order of speed
of response in table 5.1.

5.4 D.C. resistance
The d.c. resistance, as measured by the circuit in
fig.4.2, gave a value which could be related to certain
aspects of the performance of the devices (range values are
given in table 5.1). As discussed in the previous section
devices which showed high values (>lOOGfl) tended to have
longer response times, larger range and greater drift of E01
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Table 5.1 Response times, daily drift and d.c.
resistance of contact types
Response times

d

MEAN/s
SCN

66

SFN

71

STBa

80
82
87
87
89
92
92
109
120
144
324

Na
COMMb
SOLNC
SM
FNAS
SD
SC
SB
STB2
SBS

Resistance

Daily Drift

COMM
SOLN
Na
STB(4 TO 10)

SFN
SCS

SCN
FNAS
Sc
SB

SFC

2.5
3.0
3.8
3.7
5.3
5.3
5.6
6.5
9.1
9.7
9.7

Gil
COMM

SOLN
STBa

Na
SCS

SFN
SM
SD
SC
SB
SBS
STB6
STB2

0.2-1
5-9
9-50
10-30
10-50
20
10-90
It

if

30-500
100-500
100-900

whereas lower values (<50G2) tended to show the reverse.
However, the relation between d.c. resistance and response
time, seemed only to hold above 30Gfl to 50Gfl. For example,
the devices which showed the lowest resistance, the STB
contacts, did not show the fastest response times. Also
the SCN and SFN contact show very fast response times and,
similar to other solid state contacts, show faster times
but higher resistances than the solution-only contacts.
The conventional membrane type of electrodes of
Corning 0150 and commercial electrodes show the lowest d.c.
resistance values. The commercial electrode resistance may
be lower because the surface area of the glass is larger
a all compositions except others listed
b
C

d

commercial electrodes
pH7 solution contact
d is explained in section 5.5
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and its thickness is smaller.

The resistivity of the

commercial glass is unknown. This may be a lithia glass
which show higher resistivities (if lithium is substituted
for sodium). However, some modern lithia glasses have
lower resistivities than older soda glass compositions such
as Corning 0150.

5.5 EO and drift
Some differences in E0 were found, not only between
different types of contact but also between batches and
between individual electrodes within a contact type. Table
5.2 shows the E0 values for electrode devices tested in pH7
solution at 18°C.
The electrode potential (E0) was examined for
differences between:
different types of contact
batches of a particular contact type
individual electrodes within a batch of a
contact type, or within the whole of that
contact type
As mentioned previously, drift behaviour of E0 can be
divided into two types; the daily, apparently random,
fluctuation and a longer term directional drift. For most
contact types the random daily drift and long term drift
could be easily distinguished.
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Table 5.2 voltage output (E0 potentials) of electrode
devices
CONTACT (on 0150 glass)

LABEL

AgC1
AgBr
AgF-AgNO3
AgC1-AgNO3
AgBr-AgNO3
AgNO3

SC
SB
SFN
SCN
SBN
SN

Ag (dag)
Ag (bulk metal)

SD
SM

Na0 66W03
Na0.66W03 -carbon
Na02165WO3
Na0 8W03

STB1
STB2
STB3-8
STB9-10

40±40
-40±50
279±2
333±3

15-112
10-20
5-20
5-20

FNAS1 glass (on NAS glass)
FNAS2 glass (on NAS glass)
FNAS1 glass

Fl
F2
F3

320±15
250±20
475±15

0-11
0-11
0-11

Na

Na

pH7 solution
commercial electrodes

SOLN
COMM

En /mV
120±70
140±50
400±25
300±20
240±25
235±35
250±150
311±3
310±25

2487±4
5±15
10±10

AGE/days
7-50
7-50
2-126
2-18
2-18
3-13
2-11
0
1-10

40-105
0-50
0-50

This table shows electrode to electrode range rather than
the range exhibited by any of the electrodes themselves,
which is shown by the daily drift parameter in table 5.1.
However all electrodes tend to show higher drift over the
1st 2 days of immersion, and sometimes longer periods.
To include this, in the figures above would lead to false
comparisons of the results. Thus the age period above is
the same as that for daily drift figures in table 5.1.
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Long term drift is best observed graphically and is
illustrated in the figures for various contact types as
indicated in the text below. The long term drift of E0 for
a contact type can be described by a combination of the
following:

- E0 becomes more positive (+)
- E0 becomes more negative (-)
- EO becomes neither more negative nor positive (±)
and:
- E0 range becomes divergent (D)
- E0 range becomes convergent (C)
- E0 range neither diverges nor converges (N)

so behaviour may be described as D+, N±, etc.

Short term daily drift is more difficult to quantify.
A method was found which gives figures which correspond
reasonably to visual inspection of a plot of daily drift.
The standard deviation of each individual electrode was
taken (a measure of the drift of that electrode) and the
mean of these for a particular contact type (or batch)
calculated. To prevent long term drift affecting this
figure the daily drift was only calculated for a period of
(±) behaviour (if this occurred), the limits of which were
chosen arbitrarily by inspection of the data. The figures
are given in order of increasing daily drift in table 5.1.
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The Corning 0150 glass membrane electrode of
conventional design formed a control against which the
solid state types could be evaluated. There were some
disadvantages, however, in comparing commercial electrodes
with those prepared in this study. Commercial electrodes
are usually pre-selected for their output potential. Those
with large asymmetry potentials are sometimes discarded
[1]. They may also be adjusted (using the internal buffer
solution) to OmV at pH7 against a calomel reference
electrode.

The best control for the purposes of the

present study was the Corning 0150 membrane electrodes made
in the same way as the solid contacted types.
The Corning 0150 membrane electrodes showed daily
drift greater during the first 3 days than during the rest
of their testing period. This behaviour is generally shown
by all the other electrode types except the commercial
electrodes. The reason may be the initial hydration of the
glass layer; the commercial electrodes arrive in contact
with solution.
Each of the contact types exhibit different behaviour
in respect of both drift and range of electrode potentials.
The behaviour of each contact is discussed below together
with its relation to other measurements made.
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5.5.1 Silver salt contacts
5.5.1.1 Silver chloride (SC) and silver bromide (SB)
The pure silver chloride and silver bromide contacts
showed similar behaviour. An initial increase in E0 in the
positive direction (C+) was observed for all the examples
of SC(l) and most of the examples of SC(2). This daily
rise generally ceased after day 4. Fig 5.1 shows the curve
of the mean E0 value from day 0 to day 18. The potentials
of individual electrodes relative to each other are
generally maintained over the testing period. The range
decreases during days 1 and 2 and then more slowly during
the first two weeks of testing. Batch 2 shows a smaller
range than batch 1 across the batch from day to day.
Measurements up to 220 days show a gradual increase in EO
from 140±5OinV to around 290±10inV for AgC1 and from 120±7OmV
to 260±1011W for AgBr electrodes. Thereafter no further
increases were recorded.

5.5.1.2 The effect of sulphide
The effect of silver sulphide when added to silver
chloride was to narrow the range of EO and decrease slightly
the time taken for the initial positive rise in E0 to
flatten out (see fig 5.1). A different effect was noticed
when silver sulphide was added to silver bromide: these
contacts showed generally large and variable range of E0
over their testing period and rather random drift as well
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Fig. 5.1 Mean Eo for AgC1, AgC1-Ag5 and AgC1-.AgNO
contacts
I
2
3
4
5

AgCl batch I
AgC1 batch 2
AgC1-Ag5 batch I
AgC1-Ag5 batch 2
AgC1-AgNO:i

as slow responses and poor sensitivities as mentioned

previously.
There seemed to be little overall improvement in the
performance of the electrodes when sulphide was added to
silver chloride and a distinct deterioration when added to
silver bromide. The reason for this is not clear; the
sulphide appears to enhance the minor differences shown
between the silver chloride and silver bromide contacts in
respect of the range of E0 and random drift.

5.5.1.3 The effect of nitrate and fluoride
The first two batches of SFN electrodes were made to
a nominal composition of 75mo1% AgF 25mo1% AgNO3 (see
section 4.4.1). The actual compositions are given in table
5.3 together with E0 values. The difference exhibited in
E0s between these batches suggested a possibility of
composition dependence. The other compositions SFN2 to
SFN5 were then fabricated to test this.
Table 5.3 Compositions and E0 of SFN contacts
BATCH

COMPOSITION/mol%
AgF : AgNO-ç

E0/mV

SFN1(1)
SFN1(2)

76:24
74:26

388±5
405±15

SFN2
SFN1(3)
SFN3
SFN4
SFN5

90:10
76:24
50:50
25:75
10:90

409±13
405±20
393±17
402±12
395±5
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Alteration of the proportion of fluoride to nitrate
did not appear to have any effect on the value of E0; which
tended to remain around the 400mV value. Daily drifts of
E0 were also similar and the composition appeared to have no
effect on the results of the other measurements. The
individual compositions of SFN contacts show narrower range
than is obtained for the range exhibited overall by the
fluoride contacts.

There does not seem to be any

relationship between the composition of a contact and its
positioning within that overall range.
The E0 values of SFN contacts exhibited a narrower
range after 2 days and more positive E0 values than the
other halide or sulphide contacts above. The period of C+
drift was shorter (1 - 2 days) and the rise is of lesser
magnitude (see fig 5.3). The pure silver nitrate contact
did not give an E0 of 400mV but fell into the range
200-27OinV and daily drift was also greater. This could be
an effect generated by the nitrate or fluoride
independently, so to test this the compositions of silver
chloride and silver bromide with added nitrate were made.
Addition of silver nitrate (25mo1%) in both cases had
the effect of narrowing the range, increasing the
potential to other contacts to a more positive potential
and reducing the period of initial C+ drift from 4 days to
1 day (see figs. 5.1 and 5.2). Daily drift of the SCN
contacts was similar to the SFN contacts. The behaviour of
the SCN contacts was generally similar to the SFN contacts
except for the actual value of E0. The difference observed
-123-
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Fig. 5.3 Mean Eo for 3 batches of AgF-AgNO;- contact
I batch I
2 batch 2
3 batch 3

between the silver bromide (SB) contacts and silver bromide
- nitrate (SBN) contacts is not as great as the SC/SCN. In
the latter case silver nitrate did not have the effect of
reducing the performance of the electrodes (as in the case
of sulphide) but it did not improve it either. (The effect
of silver nitrate cannot be assessed on silver fluoride
because no pure silver fluoride contacts were successfully
made.)
The values for the E0 of SCN contacts was similar to
those obtained for pure contacts after approximately 200
days. The implication of this is that the processes which
allow drift of Eo have already happened when nitrate is
added, or are accelerated.

Silver nitrate tends to

decompose on heating (to silver oxide and nitrogen dioxide)
and it is likely that some decomposition occurs during the
time it is held above 180°C.
The E0 of both the SFC and SFCN contacts, together with
the information in the above sections, shows the influence
of AgF in "setting" the E0 to around +400mV. In most
respects these contacts behave similarly to the SFN
contacts except that the daily drift is higher. There is
a N+ change in E0 for the SCF contact over the entire
testing period, some electrodes reaching values of +440mV.
The contacts containing silver nitrate do not show this
drift after day 9. With only one batch of each type it is
difficult to be certain that the presence of nitrate is
suppressing this drift. The drift is larger than for other
nitrate containing silver halide contacts but no long term
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drift in any direction is observed. The greater random
drift is possibly due to the particular combination of AgCl
and AgF, but this could only be shown if further batches
were fabricated and exhibited the same behaviour.
In general silver nitrate appears to have had the
effect of stabilising the output potential, that is the
drift is lessened and the range of E0 is reduced for a
particular contact.

It also has increased the output

voltage (E0) to a higher potential. All contacts containing
fluoride have E0 values within 30mV of 400mV which suggests
that fluoride either takes part in a process in which it
dominates, or it allows a process to take place which is
more clearly defined or more favourable, in a kinetic
(catalytic) or thermodynamic sense, than with the other
halides.

5.5.2 Silver metal contacts
Fig 5.4 shows the contrast between the range of E0
obtained for the two types of silver contact.
The contact of pure fused metal showed very narrow
range on day 0 of testing (3mV), which gradually widened by
day 10 to 50mV as the E0 showed D± behaviour.
The contacts of silver conducting paint (dag) also
showed an increase of range over their testing period.
However the starting range was much wider at day 0 (164mV),
and had increased further by day 10 (248mV). The contacts
of silver dag showed large daily drifts and wide range
-127-
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Fig. 5.4 Mean Eo and range of Eo for Ag metal contacts
1 Ag bulk metal
2 Ag dag
upper and lower range limits for Ag bulk metal
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throughout their testing period. Similar to the pure metal
fused contact above, no overall drift direction is apparent
(N±).
The main difference between the fabrication of the two
silver metal contacts is that the contact of pure silver
has been fused to the glass, whereas in the case of the dag
a surface only contact is maintained.
When the pure silver electrodes were dismantled and
re-heated to 710°C and then re-fabricated the E0 returned
close to the initial value. When this happens more metal
possibly diffuses into the glass and an interface (diffuse
or otherwise) similar to that originally existing is
reformed. It is after this point that some rearrangement
must occur which allows the drift of E0 .

5.5.3 Sodium tungsten bronze contacts
These electrodes showed behaviour which differed
according to the way the sodium tungsten bronze had been
synthesised.
Electrochemically prepared sodium tungsten bronze (STB1
and STB2) contacts were characterised by an initial fall in
Eo in the negative direction (N-) which gradually lessened
as the contacts aged (see fig. 5.5).

The contacts of

sodium tungsten bronze prepared by the direct fusion method
(STB3 to STB10) exhibited C+ behaviour initially, converging
to a relatively narrow range and becoming N± (see fig.
5.6).
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Fig. 5.6 E 0 for sodium tungsten bronze compositions STB3 to STB8

The sodium tungsten bronze mixed with carbon (STB2)
showed similar initial drift behaviour to STB1, but a wider
range initially and larger daily drifts. However, the low
sensitivity values, slow response times (up to 20 minutes
to reach 0.5mVmin 1 ) and high d.c. resistance, (the latter
making a particularly sharp contrast with the low
resistances exhibited by the STB1 contacts) made this a
very poor contact type. The addition of carbon seems to
have had the effect of worsening the performance of these
contacts. The simplest explanation of this is that the
amount of direct contact the bronze has with the glass has
been reduced.
As mentioned above, the final E0 value for direct
fusion prepared contact types except Na0 8W03 fell in a
relatively narrow range. In some cases this was seen from
day 0 and for others a slow increase of potential in the
positive direction was required before the final, less
variable, E0 value for each electrode was obtained. Fig 5.5
shows the convergence of EO on 279±2inV for STB contacts
Na0.21 W03 (STB3,STB4), Na0 45W03 (STB5, STB6) and Na0 65W03
(STB7, STB8). The same convergence is observed for the
Na0 8W03 (STB9, STB10) but at a slightly more positive E.
value (333±3mV). The E0 does not appear to be composition
dependent but for the latter exception.
The working STB devices show, during their "stable
period", a range of E0 and daily drift as good as
conventional 0150 electrodes.
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The compositions of STB made by the direct fusion
method did not fuse to the Corning 0150 glass surface,
unlike the electrochemically prepared STB.

The two forms

of contact; pellet and powder; exhibited in most cases,
similar behaviour. Only the Na0 65W03 composition (STB5,
STB6) shows a difference between powder and pellet form;

the powder form exhibiting low sensitivity values, high
d.c. resistance and a lower and wider ranging E0 value, not
reaching the 279±2mV level. None of these devices survived
after day 8, the nature of the failure being loss of pH
sensitivity and very high d.c. resistance. This indicates
that the behaviour may be a surface contact problem, rather
than a property of that composition of the STB.

This was

the only contact which showed such a deterioration in its
behaviour during testing. All other breakdowns of other
contact types during testing tended to happen because of
leakage.

Very high resistance and non-existent

sensitivities were usually noticed on initial testing.
In general a higher proportion of STB3 to STB10
devices showed poor pH response, compared to other contact
types. The reason for the high degree of failure is not
precisely known.

High d.c. resistance after failure

indicated a bad surface contact, but devices with poor
sensitivities did not show different d.c. resistance to
those with normal sensitivities, although more of them
failed.

Generally the higher sodium concentration

containing STB gave a higher number of working devices. It
could be that the conduction pathway between STB and glass
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is different for electrodes with low sensitivity values
from those with normal sensitivities, and has a limited
lifetime.
The main difference between the two preparations is
the change in E0 (one in positive direction and one in
negative direction) to arrive at potentials approximately
300mV apart.

Both preparations show metallic-like

conductivity (except STB3 and STB4: Na0 21W03).

As a

consequence of the different synthesis, the crystal sizes
of the electrochemically prepared bronze are much more
massive than for the direct fusion prepared. Adhesion to
the glass was a problem for the bronze of direct fusion
synthesis but not for electrochemically synthesised. It is
possible that impurities could be trapped in the direct
fusion synthesised sample, the crystal structure could be
less well defined and a larger number of defects contribute
to give a differing sodium conductivity and potential
forming reaction(s) at the interface.

5.5.4 Iron - sodium - aluminium - silicate glass contact
The 4 electrode devices made with these contacts show
a relatively narrow range over all of their testing period.
Day to day drift is similar to the best silver salt
contacts (SFN). There is little perceptible drift over 53
days in any particular direction (N±).

Apart from a

greater daily drift these contacts exhibit behaviour
similar to the conventional electrodes (see fig. 5.7).
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This glass contact will be discussed further in section 5.7
in which the results of the sodium sensitive glass are
reported.

5.5.5 Sodium metal
The E0 values of the electrode devices with sodium
metal contacts are considerably more negative than any of
the other contacts (by >2V). The initial drift is sharply
positive and divergent until two patterns of E0 behaviour
emerge: for 2 devices, Na(l)/8 and Na(2)/1, after day 8
there was a sudden positive shift by approximately 1.6V;
for the other devices the rate of increase in E0 gradually
slowed to zero by about day 40 and the E0 converged
considerably (see fig. 5.8). The dramatic increase shown
by the two devices in the former case may be dueto the
formation of an oxide layer, perhaps surrounding the copper
wire, or occurring on the glass surface. However, the
sodium metal retained its reflective metallic lustre
similarly for devices showing different types of behaviour.
Further, no difference was observed between the two types
in any of the other measurements such as response time or
d.c. resistance. Many devices did not survive more than one
day before breaking down, particularly in the first batch,
probably due to the reactivity of the sodium. The improved
encapsulation of the second batch gave a higher success
rate.
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Fig. 5.8 F0 of sodium meta' contacts (batch 2)
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The very much more negative E0 shown by this contact is
of a similar magnitude to that which would be obtained by
Na in contact with a dilute Na containing solution,
suggesting that the reaction is of the form Na + & = Na.
This reaction has a standard potential (E°) of -2478mV vs
SCE and 4 of the 5 devices tested from day 40 to day 105
showed -2487±4mV. The 40 days to reach this potential
value is perhaps the time taken for the above reaction to
reach equilibrium and may be dependent on diffusion of
sodium in the glass, or due to an unknown reaction
involving sodium metal.

5.6 Performance of sodium sensitive glasses
The sodium sensitivity of the glass was measured
using solutions of NaCl as described in section 4.2. The
6 electrodes over their testing period of 12 days showed
sensitivities between 55.7 and 58.5mVpN&1 between pNaO and
pNa2 but a response of <20mVpN&1 between pNa2 and pNa3.
The daily drift was slightly lower than the 0150 glass with
solution contacts.
The 3 different contacts; solution, silver dag and
FNAS glasses, showed similar sensitivities and response
times. The solution contact exhibited the lowest resistance
and the silver dag contact the highest.
As with contacts on 0150 glass, the E0 is the value
which showed the greatest variations.

The silver dag

contact showed a much higher daily drift compared to the
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FNAS glass contacts, which themselves had a silver dag
contact to connect them to the metal wire. The values of
d (the daily drift parameter), as calculated by the method
indicated in section 5.5, were 20.3 for the dag-only
contact and 7.0 and 6.2 for the Fl (high Fe content) and F2
(low Fe content) glass contacts respectively.
The two compositions of FNAS glass show slight
differences in E0 between each other; the FNAS2 glass
contained approximately one half the concentration of Fe in
the FNAS1 glass. The devices with FNAS2 glass showed
slightly higher E0 (mean 250mV) than those with FNAS1 (mean
231mV) and the range of E0 was slightly higher. However the
sample size of electrodes of each composition is too low to
be certain that the E0 may be controlled by alteration of
the concentration of Fe in the glass.
The behaviour of these three types of contacts clearly
shows the effect of interposing the FNAS glass transition
layer between metal contact and ion sensitive glass. The
improvement in performance being the greater predictability
of the E. value.

5.7 Effect of temperature on potential output
Table 5.4 shows the difference in E0 at 18°C and 40°C
and temperature coefficient for various examples of each
contact. (The examples were chosen, where possible, for
their stable behaviour, i.e. lack of daily drift). The
main difference that is observed is for the fused metal
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contact which shows much smaller (by an order of magnitude)
temperature coefficient (see table 5.4). In all cases the
temperature change does not appear to have induced drift,
the change in E0 occurs rapidly and response times are no
greater than if the electrode had been placed in a new
solution of the same temperature. It is therefore unlikely
that natural temperature changes are the cause of random
drift.

Table 5.4 Variation of potential output with temperature

CONTACT
COMPOSITION

LABEL

Na0 66WO3

STB1(1)/l

Na0 80WO3

E/mV________ TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT
18°C
40°C
iTtV0C1
-0.7

-34.6

-1.54

STB10/3

263.3

218.0

-2.08

Na

Na(2)/4

-2611.5

-2651.3

-1.81

Fe-Na-Al-Si
glass

F3

467.0

402.0

-3.0

AgCl

SC(2)/4

154.5

143.6

-0.45

AgCl/Ag2S

SCS(1)/4

175.3

138.2

-1.69

AgEr

SB/6

111.7

72.9

-1.76

AgF
p,

SFN1(1)/3
F3

388.7
310.0

357.5

-1.42

5.8 Effect of applied voltages and currents
When resistance measurements were taken by applying
a constant voltage across the membrane no effect on the
output potential of any of the electrodes was noticed. The
output voltage consistently returned to within lmV of the
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original value. When constant current was applied (highest
value possible was lOnA, usually leading to a voltage of
approximately bOy, for 1 to 60 minutes),

after the

current was removed the voltage across the cell decreased
exponentially to return within ±5mV for all of the contacts
tested (0.1mViuin 1 drift).

5.9 Discussion
The silver salt composite contacts tended to show
better performance than their pure counterparts. Their
behaviour was generally more predictable. Importantly,
they approached the behaviour of the electrodes of
conventional design (daily drift values were still
marginally higher). The only exception to the above was
the performance of the silver bromide-silver sulphide
contacts which showed all-round poor performance.
One of the characteristics of all silver ion
containing contacts was an initial increase in E. in the
positive direction. The incorporation of silver nitrate
appears to have had the effect of narrowing the range of
values and stabilising drift earlier in the device's
lifetime. It also seemed to reduce long term drift, when
combined with AgC1 and AgF (SCFN), to lower than that
obtained for AgC1-AgF only (SCF). The E0 value for the pure
contacts of AgCl, AgBr and AgC1-Ag2S (SCS) drift slowly
towards the value of the appropriate nitrate doped contact.
The presence of silver fluoride in all cases, in this
present work, gives a predictable E0 of +400mV±3OiUV. It in
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effect dominates the potential. The silver metal contacts
show an interesting difference in behaviour according to
the method of application of the metal. This and the above
observations will be discussed, together with information
obtained from spectroscopic examinations reported in
Chapter 6, in Chapter 7.
The sodium tungsten bronze material all exhibited
conductivities indicating metallic behaviour (except the
composition Na0 21W03 ).

However because the E0 of the

composition with non-metallic resistivity was the same as
two which do exhibit metallic resistivity, together with
the observation that drift behaviour is more predictable
than seen for most metallic contact types, implies that the
mechanism operating at the interface is not that of a
metal-glass interface.
The different E0 for different amounts of Fe in glass
implies that this was due to the effect of adding Fe to the
glass. However, as with the AgF-AgNO3 compositions this may
be a simple batch difference and further compositions of
glass would need to be made and tested before the effect of
Fe concentration could be determined.
Generally the solid state contacts exhibited higher
output resistance and greater potential drift than
conventional membrane glass electrodes. However, from this
study it can be seen that there are some contacts which
give an electrode performance approaching that of
conventional internal solution electrode-s; some sodium
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tungsten bronze contacts (STB9 and STB10; the high sodium
concentration type) and sodium metal contact after initial
stabilisation, the silver fluoride-silver nitrate contact
or silver chloride-silver nitrate contact and the ironalumina-sodium silicate glass contact.
Chapter 6 will describe techniques used to determine
the nature of the glass - transition layer interface.
This is necessary to understand further the processes which
could occur near to the interface and which may be
relevant to the formation of the potential at or near the
interface.
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Reference

1.

A. Bottom (Kent Industrial Measurements), Personal

communication
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Chapter 6
Spectroscopic methods
6.1 Introduction
The subject of the work presented in this chapter is
a determination of species at and near to the glass contact material interface using spectroscopic methods.
Clearly the species capable of taking part in any charge
transfer reactions need to be identified before any
conclusions about the origin of the potential and its
nature can be made.

On contact, and particularly on

heating, reactions can occur or a redistribution of
species may take place. A knowledge of the distribution of
species near the interface is a prerequisite to other
measurements such as electrochemical or electrical methods
where techniques are not well established for this type of
system.
Methods of analysis for determination of the
distribution of species at the glass solution surface
region have included radio tracer studies by Eisenman [1]
and ion beam etching by Baucke [2]. There is at least one
example of a solid contact - ion sensitive glass interface
being examined spectroscopically, in which Fjeldly and Nagy
used Auger spectroscopy to obtain a depth profile of the
surface layer of an AgF-glass contact [3]. Diffusion of
silver into non-ion sensitive soda-lime-silicate glass has
been studied by Doremus[4] and Fainaro and co-workers [5].
In the present work one difficulty is that the bulk contact
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and glass cannot easily be separated for a depth profile to
be obtained for each layer. (In Fjeldly and Nagy 's work [ 3 ]
it must be assumed that the AgF has formed an extremely
thin film of about 1pm, or alternatively: has completely
diffused into the surface; has been washed away; or
decomposed before the measurement.)

It is possible,

however, to overcome this by the use of optical techniques
where the beam is transmitted through both layers - or one
layer where reflection from an internal boundary is
possible. A surface particle beam method may be used if
the sample can be split to show a cross-section. The
optical method can be used where the species to be examined
is optically active; useful for sodium tungsten bronzes and
iron in silicate glass. The particle beam method is useful
where a qualitative analysis of species near the interface
is required (for example to determine how far silver has
diffused/migrated into the glass) and quantitatively to
determine the actual concentration distribution in each
solid.
In this chapter three methods for examining electrode
devices are described. These are: SIMS (secondary ion mass
spectroscopy); EMPA (electron microprobe analysis); and
ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry. A discussion of the
techniques is followed by a description of the experimental
methods. The results for each method will be related where
possible to the results obtained from the potentiometric
measurements described in Chapter Five.
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6.2 Techniques for examination of the interface
6.2.1 SIMS
Most of the information in this section is derived
from references [6] and [7] and after discussions with Dr.
J. Craven of the Department of Geology, University of
Edinburgh.
The components of a SIMS instrument are:
primary ion source
beam conditioning system
sample positioner
secondary ion extraction lens
mass spectrometer
high sensitivity ion detection system
A primary ion source ejects ions which are accelerated
at several keV to hit the sample. The ions are either
backscattered or enter the solid where their energy is
dissipated to lattice atoms via collisions. Sputtering is
caused when atoms that are hit escape the solid. The
sputtered atoms may leave in a neutral, excited or
positively or negatively charged state.

The average

kinetic energy of sputtered atoms is typically hundreds of
electron volts. The rate of removal of the atomic layers
is proportional to the primary ion current density [6].
Molecular fragments and multiply charged ions are also
sputtered which can complicate the mass spectrum data
obtained. Atoms are ejected with a range of energy, and
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are filtered by the instrument through an energy window.
The etching of the material creates a crater.

It is

important that only ions from the crater bottom are
collected, to ensure this the primary ion beam is rastered
and an electronic gate operates so that only ions from the
centre area of the crater bottom are collected.
SIMS is very sensitive to low concentrations;
detecting to iO of a monolayer [6]. The depth profiling
resolution is as low as 5nm.

Isotopic analysis and

analysis of low atomic numbers are possible.

6.2.2 E1PA
Most of the information in this section was derived
from reference [8] and discussions with Dr. S. Kearns of
the Department of Geology, University of Edinburgh.
EMPA may be performed with a scanning electron
microscope or a dedicated electron probe. The electron
probe generally has a higher and more stable primary beam
current and accelerating voltage. It also allows several
spectrometers to be incorporated.
The electron gun generates a narrow beam of electrons
(the diameter of the beam determines the spatial
resolution).

The beam is rastered over the specimen

surface and X-rays, secondary electrons and backscattered
primary electrons emanate from the point of incidence.
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For compositional analysis the WDX (wavelength
dispersive x-ray analysis) spectrometers may be aligned at
the Bragg angles for each particular element under study,
to detect typically Ka or La emission.
Primary electrons entering the surface undergo
multiple collisions (the electron diffusion increases with
the beam energy but decreases with the atomic number of the
specimen). A depth of typically 1 - 5j.m is affected and
thus information is regarded as coming from the spatial
volume determined by the diameter of the beam and the depth
to which it penetrates.
Two major drawbacks are that the specimen interacts
with the absorbing electrons so that the sample heats up,
and non-conductive specimens have to be vapour coated with
gold or carbon over part or all of their surface in order
to avoid charge build up which can distort the beam.
With sodium containing glasses both the above
problems are apparent, sodium loss occurring from the
surface due to heating.

6.2.3. UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometry
For transition metal ions electronic absorption
spectra can be considered as falling into two general
classes. The first class is those with weak absorption
bands, involving d-d transitions. In an octahedral (sixfold co-ordination) or tetrahedral field (four-fold coordination) both ligand field and molecular orbital
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theories predict splitting of the five degenerate d
orbitals of the associated ion by associated or complexing
ligands into two sets of orbitals: the triply degenerate t29
band and the doubly degenerate e9 band. Transitions between
these levels which are partially filled for transition
elements lead to the weak absorptions observed in the
ultra-violet, visible and near-infrared regions [9].
The second class of electronic transitions are those
arising from charge transfer between the metal ion and
ligand. These 'allowed' transitions are 100 to 1000 times
stronger than the d-d transitions.

For an octahedral

complex they will usually arise from a or
of the ligand to the t 2 and e

it

orbitals [10]

orbitals of the metal ion.

In sodium tungsten bronze electronic transitions may
occur from the a or

it

bands of the oxygen to the t2g band of

the tungsten [11]. For this charge transfer band of NaW03 1
which occurs as a broad band in the visible region, Brown
and Banks give the following relation [12]:
-338.7x + 748.8

where ) is the wavelength in nm and x is the sodium
fraction in NaWO3.

Fe2+ and Fe 3+ conform to d6 and d5 configurations
3+
respectively. Both the aqua ion Fe(H2O)63 and the Fe ion
in sodium silicate glass have octahedral symmetry and show
a charge transfer band extending from the ultra-violet into
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the visible region [13].

Where Fe3+ is in octahedral

symmetry weak bands are predicted at 735nm, 570nm and 427nm
For Fe2+ in octahedral symmetry a strong d-d

[13].

absorption at 1050nm and in tetrahedral symmetry an
absorption at 2200nm has been observed in soda-lime
silicate glass containing 0.5%wt Fe 203[14].
Optical studies of silver halides have been directed
at measurment of absorption curves for determining band
gaps generally in relation to photolysis [15]. Observed in
the pure crystals are absorptions at 248nm for AgC1 and
319nm for AgBr [16]. If these compounds are exposed to
light a new absorption band appears in the visible region.
This band is attributed to the formation of colloidal
particles of silver metal. The bands are fairly broad and
have reported maxima at 550nm for AgC1 and 690nm for AgBr
[15].
For the purpose of this work UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometry will be used as a tooltoattempt detection of
differences or changes in the valence states of the species
in each of three different types of solid contact. These
are (1) W5+/W6+in sodium tungsten bronze using the formula
in equation (6.1), (2) Fe2 /Fe3 in the iron silicate glass
by virtue of observation of the different absorption peaks
for each form, and (3) Ag°/Ag in silver halide and
ion-sensitive glass also by observation of changes in the
heights of the absorption peaks.
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6.2.4 General sample preparation
For both optical and particle beam analysis a flat
surface is required which needs special preparation in
order not to introduce impurities.
As mentioned previously there are two ways of
examining the interfacial region by particle beam analysis.
A depth profile of the near surface region (up to 1Mm) may
be examined by ion beam etching provided the applied
contact can be removed. However as the extent of diffusion
may be greater than this, examination of the surface of a
cross-section is necessary. The main obstacle in using
such techniques is that to obtain a flat surface cutting
and/or polishing is required.

This may introduce

impurities or, worse still, move species across the
surface. It is unlikely that a layer of metal halide a few
tens of microns thick can be removed mechanically without
removing the top layers of the glass, unless very
sophisticated equipment is available and the entire surface
to be polished is extremely flat.

In this work wet

chemical means were employed to remove the halide layer.
The main problem with this method is that the ions from the
glass surface may react or be leached out into the
solution.
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6.3 ENPA analysis
6.3.1 Experimental
Corning 0150 glass was cut to 1cm 2 plates 1mm thick
(this thickness gave extra robustness). The glass was
heated to 700°C on a graphite block and cooled as for firing
on LZ1(B). This also has the effect of giving a flat
surface in the central portion of the glass plate.
The compositions given in table 6.1 were applied (as per
section 4.4.1).

Table 6.1 Silver salt compositions applied to Corning 0150
glass
composition

ratio

AgF-AgNO

75:25

AgCl-AgNO

75:25

AgC1

100

Four examples of each composition were made. Half of
these were used for cross-sectional analysis, the remainder
required removal of the halide layer. This was achieved
for AgF-AgNO3 and AgC1-AgNO3 contacts by immersion in hot
water. Hot dilute HC1 was used to remove the AgC1. The
surfaces of the glass were examined by optical microscopy
to determine if the layer had been completely removed.
For cross-sectioning the samples were cut in half
using a diamond saw.

They were encased in araldite

contained within an aluminium ring. Finally they were
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polished using diamond paste down to 1/4 Am grade and
washed. Before analysis the outer edges of the samples
were coated with carbon to reduce charging.
The samples were placed into a chamber which was
evacuated to 10 6 torr.

The following instrumental

parameters were determined by Dr. S. Kearns of the
Department of Geology who carried out the initial
measurements. Initially the accelerating voltage used was
20kV with 20nA beam current, however this was unstable
leading to Na loss (that is the count could not be
sustained over 30s). This was solved by dropping the beam
current to 2nA, rastering the spot over lOJLm and reducing
the count to lOs.
For cross-sections line rasters were taken (3 for
each sample). This produced a profile which showed the wt%
of each selected element or its oxide in the glass at each
point, a consequence of which is that Ag is shown
exaggerated and Si composition appears to vary (whereas the
mol% stays constant). Spot analyses were also taken up to
the edge of the glass. This was in effect similar to the
SIMS cross-section analysis but with a smaller raster area
(2Mm). It is also more accurate quantitatively. Analysis
of the bulk glass surface (with halide layer etched away)
were also taken. The above were carried out with duplicate
samples.
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6.3.2 Results
Fig. 6.1 shows the concentration of Ag for each halide
composition with distance from the glass surface as the
mol% of oxide (Si02 is not shown for clarity). Fig. 6.2
shows the raster profiles of wt% oxides for the pure AgCl
contact. The Ag concentration appears to decrease near the
edge of the glass, which could be an artefact, but Fainaro
[5] mentions this effect where the samples are heated for
longer times. In the present work the AgCl sample is
heated for longer and at a higher temperature than the
composite samples. Ag penetrates to a depth of z25m in
the AgF sample, z50gm in the pure AgCl sample, and z60Am in
the AgCl-AgNO3 sample. These measurements suggest that the
silver partially replaces sodium in the surface layer.
They also indicate that addition of nitrate to the silver
chloride has led to an increase in the penetration of
silver into the glass despite lower temperature than for
the pure AgCl contact.
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6.4 SIMS analysis
6.4.1 Sample preparation
Preparation of samples is the same as for EMPA except
that the samples were coated with gold over the surface to
reduce charging.

6.4.2 Experimental
The operation of the SIMS analyser and determination
of optimal instrumental parameters was carried out by Dr.
J. Craven of the Department of Geology. Using the CAMECA
SIMS analyzer each sample was etched with a beam current of
lOnA with an outer electrode voltage of 4500V. The ions
were detected with the electron multiplier facility. The
instrument was programmed to detect each ion cyclically.
Data received was analyzed by microcomputer. An initial
spot was made to determine the parameters necessary for
analysis then the main beam etch was made. The primary
ions were 0, therefore 0 could not be analyzed. For the
depth profiles the raster was 250pm with the gate set at
50 pm.
A surface image was not possible because of poor image
quality. This was caused by charging of the glass causing
beam deflection.
Cross-sections were taken by successive surface
analysis across the surface. The gate was set at 10pm and
analyses made at 10pm intervals.
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The initial etching

avoids the problem of surface contamination from cutting
and polishing affecting the results.

6.4.3 Results and discussion
The counts of ions obtained for SIMS data must be
corrected for ion yield and isotopic ratios. The standard
glass used was NBS 610 which is of composition:
7%SiO2 14%Na20 2%A1203 12%CaO
The plots in fig. 6.3 obtained from SIMS data have
therefore been corrected.

Shown are data from

cross-sections of samples a) AgC1-AgNO3, b)AgC1 and c)
AgF-AgNO3 .
From the cross-section data in fig 6.3 it can be seen
that the Ag concentration falls off to near zero by 40jm.
The Na concentration can be seen to increase with depth.
Neither chlorine nor fluorine were found in the glass layer
(at concentrations no higher than found in the blank glass
samples). Despite the low resolution (lOJhm) the increase
in Na is spaced behind that of the rise in Si which is
taken as the marker for the glass edge.

This is in

agreement with the results of the EMPA analysis; it appears
that Ag is partially but not completely replacing Na in the
surface layers of the glass. That halide ions do not
appear to penetrate the glass suggests that the silver is
occupying sites previously occupied by sodium. Examination
of the silver profiles in fig. 6.3 shows that the
penetration of silver is greater for the AgC1-AgNO3 sample.
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Some of the features of SIMS have proved particularly
useful for examination of the silver halide-glass
interface: the low atomic number and low concentration
detection for F and Na, and the isotopic analysis for
reducing the relative signals of, for instance, Na and Ag
for easy measurement. The high sensitivity has determined
whether any halide ion enters the glass. Trace impurities
could also be quickly detected. A further advantage is the
ability to obtain a continuous depth profile without having
to stop and, as with other techniques, then apply that
technique to the etched crater bottom (affected of course
by the etching) [6]. If further examinations were to be
made it would in time be possible to examine the molecular
fragments and build up a picture of the structure of the
glass, and perhaps identify any changes compared to pure
glass, near the interface.
SIMS also has the advantage of being useful for both
depth profile and surface only analysis, it being possible
to build a compositional picture of the surface;
unfortunately charging effects prevented that in this work.

A drawback has been that the silver had diffused so
far into the glass (see section 6.4.2) that the
cross-section technique was necessary and consequently
depth resolution was reduced to the size of the minimum
raster (lOjm).
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6.5 UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometry
6.5.1 Sample preparation
For samples with sodium tungsten bronze contacts
electrodes were made up as described in section 4.4.5. For
iron-soda-alumina silicate glass and silver halide samples
the procedure for making electrodes was followed but with
some changes described below. The hole drilled in LZ1(B)
substrate was 10mm in diameter instead of 5mm. Instead of
coating with metal and attaching a glass tube the
LZ1(B)/015 substrate was attached with silicone rubber to
a plastic cuvette. The substrate was placed over a hole
10mm diameter drilled in one side of the plastic cuvette.
Silver dag was attached to the halide or FNAS glass with a
hole to allow the light beam through the sample.

By

filling the cuvette with buffer solution and placement of
a reference electrode the potential of the electrode may be
measured. This need not be done at the same time as the
spectrophotometry and although it was done initially as a
check of the effect of the light beam on the sample and
solution, it was subsequently found unnecessary.

6.5.2. Experimental
Scans were taken of blank glass and of the following
samples:
AgF-AgNO33, AgCl-AgNO33, AgCl (4 samples)
Ag (bulk metal) (2 samples)
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Na 21W03, Na0 45W03, Na0 65W03, Na0 3W03,
Na0 WO3

(2 samples)

FNAS1, FNAS2 glasses (2 samples)
Using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 spectrophotometer, scans
were taken daily and at intervals thereafter - up to 100
days in the case of the halides. The scans were carried
out over the full range of the instrument: 3200 to 199nm,
narrower ranges being used in some cases. The scan rate
was set at 60nm/min and slit at 2nm.
To obtain spectra of the silver in the glass two of
each of the halide samples had the halide layer removed (by
the method described in section 6.3.1). A spectrum was
then recorded of the glass only. This was carried out on
day 0 and day 19. To obtain a spectrum where it was
suspected only silver metal would be present in the glass,
the silver metal layer was removed from electrodes
fabricated as in section 4.4.4 after fusion.

6.5.3 Results
The spectra of the sodium tungsten bronzes shown in
fig. 6.4 are no different from those taken of the material
without the 0150 glass, except that the absorption of the
glass reduces the reflection. No shift of peak or change
in absorption in the spectra was noticed with age of the
device.
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For AgC1 contacts a broad peak between 300 and 400nm
is seen (fig.6.5). Over a period of 98 days the height of
this peak reduced. There is also a corresponding increase
in absorption in the region above 400nm. The spectrum
of the AgCl contact after 98 days is similar to that shown
by the AgC1-AgNO3 contact (fig. 6.6). The sample of glass
where only silver metal is suspected of being present
showed a relatively flat spectrum similar to that of the
AgCl-AgNO3 spectra but without a broad peak between 300 and
400nm.

It is reasonable to assume that this peak

represents Ag and the increase in absorption above 400nm
represents an increase of metallic silver within the
sample. The spectra of the AgC1-AgNO3 and AgC1 samples
after removal of the contact layer were similar to those
obtained before the contact layer was removed but with
lower absorption overall. This suggests that metallic
silver and ionic silver from the AgC1-AgNO3 layer is able to
diffuse into the glass layer, and that ionic silver can
diffuse into the glass from AgC1.
There is no suggestion of an increase of metallic
silver in the glass for the AgC1 contact from day 0 to day
98. Thus the metallic silver content only appears to
increase in the contact layer. AgC1-AgNO3 and AgF-AgNO3
spectra do not show the variation in absorption with time
observed for the pure AgC1 contact; the absorption curve
remained constant throughout the testing period.
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The absorption spectra for the iron-sodium-aluminum
silicate glasses (FNAS1 and FNAS2) are shown together with
that of the sodium-aluminium silicate glass (NAS) in fig.
6.7. Not unexpectedly a generally higher absorption is
shown by the glasses with the Fe203 content, that with the
higher Fe203 content showing slightly higher absorption
overall. The spectra of the iron-containing glases are
also characterised by a strong charge transfer band in the
UV region extending into the visible, and which gives rise
to the strong red-brown colouration of the glasses. A band
is seen at 700nm and a shoulder at 475nm on the charge
transfer band which could be due to d-d transitions
attributable to Fe3 .

For Fe3 in an octahedral

configuration Bates predicts weak bands arising from d-d
transitions at approximately 735nm, 570n1u and 427nm, for a
field strength 12% lower than that for 6 H20 ligands [13].
The broad band centred on 1150nm may be attributed to Fe2
in octahedral configuration, and the band at 2000nma or
2500nmb may be Fe2+ in tetrahedral configuration. This band
has been observed by Kordas as relatively weak compared to
that at around llOOnm because of the lower number of
tetrahedral sites in the glass [14]. In fig. 6.7 all the
bands except the charge transfer band are rather weak and
broad, and observation in any changes through time would
appear to be difficult to observe.

a as predicted by Bates [13]
b

as observed by Kordas [14]
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No change in absorption peak or shift in peaks was
noticed with time.

The values of the difference in

absorption height between the two iron-containing glasses
did not change over the period of these tests. It was
found that repositioning the sample (ie. removing it and
replacing it) could change the recorded absorption by ±0.01
at a slit width of 2nm. When a change in absorption
between two successive tests was within this limit then no
change is recorded. No change with time was observed with
the electrode left in the cell for 3 days whilst its
potential changed by 20niV.

Nor was any change in

absorption noticed for a change of solution pH.

6.5.4 Discussion
The diffusion of the AgCl into the glass layer is
consistent with results found by other workers [4,5],
although the studies described in these papers tend to be
concerned with higher temperatures for longer times.
Diffusion of silver has occurred at the low temperatures
and short times used in the present work.

The change in spectrum observed for the AgC1 appears
to correspond with the long term change in potential that
is observed from 20 to 200 days (rather than the initial
increase in potential that is observed). The similarity of
the spectra and of the potentials after 98 days suggests
that the potential change is related to the compositional
change. The presence of metallic silver in both the AgC1-172-

AgNO3 and AgC1 spectra after 98 days and the similarity of
E0 at that age suggests that the metallic silver in the
contact layer is involved in the mechanism of potential
formation at the interface. The role of metallic silver in
the glass is unclear; the E0 of the fused pure silver
contact was in the region of potentials shown by AgC1-AgNO3
and AgBr-AgNo3 contacts. The relatively narrow range of
potentials shown by all these contacts may be related to
the presence of metallic silver in the glass layer.
The above is the only example of a compositional
change which has been observed. Further investigation of
the iron in silicate glass is needed before iron
concentrations in the glass can be related to the observed
potentials. The observed difference in potentials may be
simple random variation and therefore more batches of
samples would be required to show any relationship.
Spectroscopic methods have shown the concentration
relationship of the potential and the silver ion/metal
content of the silver halide contacts, but has not provided
sufficient evidence for concentration dependencies in other
contacts.
The nature of the contact, as observed in this
Chapter and in Chapter 5 is discussed further in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1 The nature of the glass contact interface
The main feature exhibited by the electrodes is the
drift of output voltage (E0) with time after immersion. It
is commonly observed for all contacts (including solution
contacts) to varying degrees. If this phenomenon were of
the same magnitude, both in the time taken for
stabilisation and the voltage change, then it could be
attributed to a process occurring at the solution
interface. There are time dependent processes which can
occur at the glass-solution interface; the hydration of the
glass and diffusion of ions from solution into the glass,
as discussed in Chapter 2. It is likely that a hydration
process occurs for 1 to 2 days after initial immersion and
may manifest itself as the positive increase in potential
exhibited by solid state contact electrodes, and greater
random drift by solution contacts over this period.
However, the large initial drifts of E0, for several
days, are most likely due to processes at the glass-contact
interface. The parameters governing processes at that
interface have been discussed in Chapter 3. If the process
leads to slow establishment of an interfacial equilibrium
potential this may result in the observed change of
potential across the interface, where the rate of change of
this potential may be governed by the rate at which final
equilibrium value is attained.
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If this is the case,

clearly the processes leading to equilibrium must be
different for each contact material as shown by their
different E0 behaviour. Differences in E0 behaviour occur
not only between different contact types but also within
contact types. Variations between batches of the same
contact composition may be due, perhaps, to slight
differences in homogeneity, temperature of fusion and
length of time of fusion during fabrication including
sensitivity to heating or cooling rates. Although these
factors may contribute, the extent of their contribution is
unclear compared with ion concentration variation in the
contact. Differences between individual electrodes within
a batch may be due to phenomena such as represented by
stress and strain factors which contribute to the asymmetry
potential often observed in conventional electrode
structures [l].
The high resistance exhibited by all solid contacts is
an order of magnitude higher than that of the solution
contacts. There are two basic possibilities to explain
this increase in conduction pathway barrier. The first is
that the mobility of ions has been restricted because of a
lack of sites at which exchange is possible, the sodium or
silver ions in the contact are not as mobile as in solution
and lose some of their ability to collide randomly with the
accepting site, in either glass or solid contact. This
would imply that there are fewer sites available at the
surface by a minimum factor of about ten. Alternatively
the activation energy required for 'jump' of an ion from
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one phase to another, or in the near surface regions, has
been made higher by different interfacial structural
morphology at the solid contact interface. As described
below, there is some evidence to suggest that the former is
the case for sodium tungsten bronze contacts.
The sodium tungsten bronze contact, which showed the
lowest resistance, showed much higher resistance when mixed
with carbon, despite the similar metallic-like conductivity
of both carbon and bronze. This could be because the
number of sites for charge transfer were substantially
diminished by addition of carbon (moreover, the response
times were slower which could indicate a longer time to reestablish equilibrium after a slight current draw, because
the exchange current density was considerably lower, and
the potential less able to re-establish itself quickly).
If a change in the surface structure occurred due to
heating the glass and contact together then the pellet form
of sodium tungsten bronze contact, which was applied at
room temperature, would not be expected to show the same
initial drift, or the same potential as the form which was
heated on the glass surface to 700°C. However the drift
exhibited of these contacts is similar and the final E0s are
within 3mV of each other (le. within the accuracy of the
system). This would suggest that lack of surface exchange
sites was the reason for the higher resistance.

Generally when constant currents and voltages were
applied to the membranes no permanent shift of potential
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was observed, nor did the time for the equilibrium
potential to be re-established vary with the length of time
the current or voltage was applied. It must be assumed
that a steady state situation developed rapidly, which
readjusted on removal of the potential. The steady state
implies that the charge carriers are most likely to be
those mooted for each of the contacts ie. sodium ions or
silver ions. (It can be assumed that impurities such as
dissolved gases or other possible reactants are in less
quantity than the intrinsic ions, and a steady state would
be less likely to arise). Further experimentation with
potentiostatic or galvanostatic methods, such as those
carried out by Campbell [2] (also see Chapter 3) on various
metallic contacts on Corning 0150 glass may prove useful on
non-metallic contacts.

7.2 Possible charge transfer mechanisms
Several mechanisms were described in Chapter 3 for
silver halide contacts. The evidence from potentionietric
and spectroscopic data is summarised below.

Silver

chloride contacts slowly drift over 100 days towards the
potential obtained in 2 days by the silver chloride-nitrate
contact.

Similar behaviour was shown for the silver

bromide and silver bromide-nitrate contacts. The silver
metal content of the pure silver halide layer increases and
eventually shows a similar spectrum to that shown by the
silver halide - nitrate layer. A likely reaction in the
pure silver halide contacts is the photolysis of the silver
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halide to silver metal and halogen. Some mechanisms which
may be involved in the process of conduction across the
silver/silver halide/glass layer are given in fig. 7.1.
The concentration of silver metal increases slowly as shown
in Chapter 6, and the potential correspondingly increases.
The fused silver metal contact and pure silver halide
contact may represent two extremes; one in which only ionic
silver is present on either side of the interface and one
in which only silver metal is present on either side of the
interface. The best contact then (as far as a stable E0
value is concerned), is one which contains both ionic and
metallic silver. It is possible that silver ions within
the glass surface require to be in contact with silver ions
and silver metal at the glass surface, emulating the
silver/silver salt/aqueous silver system. The presence of
silver metal on both sides of the interface may enhance
reproducibility of the E0 value to narrow the observed
range. How this could be achieved is unclear, however the
resistance of such contacts is also more uniform. Silver
metal in the glass may allow some form of electronic
conduction within the glass surface to create a much
greater and more reproducible effective surface area. The
development of space charge may also be modified also to
become more reproducible between devices, and perhaps less
marked. Some mechanisms are outlined in fig. 7.2.
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Fig. 7.1 Possible mechanisms in silver/silver
halide/glass system
exchange of silver ions across glass - silver halide
interface
redox silver reaction at silver - silver halide
interface
increasing concentration of silver metal in silver
halide layer by photolysis
redox silver reaction in halide layer, leading to
increased electronic conduction
electronic exchange across silver - silver halide,
increasing as silver metal concentration increases
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Fig. 7.2 Speculative mechanisms in silver halidenitrate/glass system
1) exchange of silver ions across glass - silver halidenitrate interface
4) redox silver reaction in halide-nitrate layer, leading
to increased electronic conduction
redox silver reaction in glass, this and
electronic exchange across the glass-contact interface
leading to possible 3-dimensional exchange within the
glass decribed in
mobility of Ag' and & by electron hopping within the
glass
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The reasons for daily drift are still unclear, as
exhibited by most of the silver compounds, and to a lesser
extent other contact types. A factor may have been
temperature fluctuations; the temperature falls during the
night. However experimentation did not indicate any drift
initiated by a temperature change (section 5.7). Drift is
generally higher for silver type contacts than for sodium
type contacts. There may be a contribution from different
sodium/silver mobility ratios in the inhomogeneous glass
structure or in concentration, again due to photolysis.
Regarding this latter point, the measurements were always
carried out in a Faraday cage which allowed only very low
light levels during the experiment.

These were constant

as the room was subject only to artificial lighting.
However the formation of colloidal metallic silver due to
photolysis and its migration (and also migration of
halogen) may result in inhoniogeneity in the contact
material including inhomogeneities adjacent to the surface,
which could lead to small variations in potential.
The sodium tungsten bronze exhibited a well-defined
potential, fast response times and low resistance. The
simplest explanation for this is that sodium exchanges
between the two contacts. Changes in sodium concentration
at the interface either did not occur, and another
explanation is required for the initial drift of potential,
or were of such low magnitude that they were below the
resolution of the spectroscopic measurements. It is likely
that the reaction is more complex than simple ion transfer
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across the interface and that the potential is not wholly

dependent on the concentration difference of sodium across
the interface.

The colour dependence (on which the

spectroscopic measurements are based) is dependent on the
proportion of tungsten V to VI rather than the actual
sodium concentration. This ratio may have remained the
same, distributing itself over the entire solid by
electronic conduction, whilst the sodium concentration at
the surface has shown accumulation or depletion, unseen by
the spectroscopic measurements.

It seems more likely

however that any space charge arising because of
accumulation or depletion of sodium ions would be
compensated for by a change in the tungsten V/VI ratio in
the same volume of space i.e. its space charge region is of
a comparable volume to that of a metal.
The iron-containing glass was applied to the ion
sensitive glass while both were in a molten condition.
This might lead to a continuous anionic network structure
and allow unhindered passage of sodium between the phases.
There is still a phase boundary and the flux of sodium will
be different in each of the phases. Thus a potential will
still arise at this interface. The ability of sodium to
respond to this is still subject to its mobility and space
charge at such an interface. In a similar way to tungsten
in sodium tungsten bronze the ratio of iron II/III may also
respond to sodium concentration changes. As the glass is
not such a good electronic conductor any such processes are
likely to be slower.
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Although electronic conduction may take place in all
the above contact types, their E0 behaviour is not similar
to that of metal contacts. When the evidence from other
potentiometrjc work on metal contacts is considered (see
Chapter 2) (under similar experimental conditions) then
the emergence of two general types of behaviour is seen:
well-defined potentials are developed for non-metallic
contacts and non-predictable random potentials are
developed for metallic contacts. It is likely that charge
transfer mechanisms of the kind suggested above explains
this phenomena.

7.3 Further studies
The study of the potential of the FNAS glass requires
further investigation, particularly the effect of the iron
content in the glass on the observed potential. It would
also be useful to establish the relationship of sodium
concentration in FNAS glasses with potential. As with
silver contacts a wide variety of contacts could be made
which may or may not yield either clues as to the nature of
the devices, or useful working devices.
A number of experimental approaches for further
potentiometric measurements of silver-silver halide types
are given below. The relationship of potential with the
extent of diffusion of silver into the glass could be
determined by heating silver halide-nitrate contacts for
varying lengths of time. The relationship of the ratio of
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silver metal/silver ion concentration in the contact with
potential could be determined by exposure of silver halide
contacts to varying degrees of high intensity light after
application to the glass. The extent of conversion of Ag
to Ag metal may be measured using uv-visible
spectrophotometry.

The results could then be used to

quantify the proportions of silver metal to silver ion in
the contact and related to the observed potential.
In the present study concentration changes have been
made to the contact material. A range of ion sensitive
glasses containing different sodium concentrations with the
sodium containing contact materials may show a relationship
between sodium concentration and observed potential. This
is rather more akin to altering the concentration in the
'electrolyte' as opposed to that of the 'electrode'. An
appropriate control would be required in case any
differences in potential observed arose from the solution
interface.
The use of radio-tracers could confirm that sodium
does exchange across the interface between sodium tungsten
bronze, iron containing glass, or sodium metal contacts and
ion sensitive glass and determine the rate at which it
occurs.
The use of very thin sputtered or evaporated layers of
materials may help determine concentration changes near the
surface of the contact material by spectroscopic methods.
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Concentration changes would show up more easily, not being
relatively "swamped" by the bulk concentrations.
More information on mechanistic aspects may be gained
by carrying out work on a low resistance ion sensitive
glass.

This would have the benefit of allowing

potentiostatic or galvanostatic electrochemical methods,
such as those carried out by Campbell [2] but at room
temperature. Determination of the extent of reversibility
using ac methods, for which there is little equipment
acceptable for very high impedance work would also be
possible.

7.4 Methods for fabrication of all-solid-state glass
electrodes
The technology for deposition of most of these
materials using micro-electronic technology already exists.
The primary method for consideration is thick film
printing, and as mentioned already in Chapter 2, this has
featured extensively in work with metal contacts. The high
resistance of these devices should not inherently prevent
their utility if a high impedance input buffer amplifier is
located in very close proximity to the electrode. Clearly
the drift and variation of bias potential associated with
any amplifier would have to be assessed. The iron sodium
aluminium silicate glass and sodium tungsten bronze
contacts are suitable for thick film printing. Such a
layer would be printed over a printed metal contact (not
containing silver as this may diffuse into the contact) and

before deposition of the glass layer.

The silver

halides/nitrates would be difficult to fire in their
present form, further studies would be required, such as
printing within a glass or silver metal matrix. Another
method such as sputtering or vacuum evaporation may prove
more suitable.

7.5 Conclusions
The development of a well defined potential at the
internal contact material - glass interface is an important
requirement for a working all solid state ion sensitive
electrode.

This has been achieved using some of the

contacts in the present study. As mentioned in Chapter 1
the actual potentials and their variation are generally not
well reported in the literature. The bulk of literature
work is on metal contacts which show a tendency to random
drift.

Moreover, the difference in behaviour between

different contact materials and in particular metallic and
non-metallic contact types has been somewhat unclear. It
is clear from the present study that the directional drift
and predictable potentials exhibited by most non-metallic
contacts represent an improvement in performance over
metallic contacts.
For some contacts the drift and range of potential of
electrode was as good as the conventional glass electrode.
In particular the sodium tungsten bronze contacts and
sodium metal contact (but only after initial drifting for
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days in the former case and weeks in the latter case). The
iron aluminum sodium silicate glass and silver halidenitrate contacts also showed a well defined potential, with
less initial drift, although day to day drift appeared
slightly greater than for the conventional solution only
contacts and thus calibration would be required more
regularly during use. Overall it would appear that the use
of a contact of sodium tungsten bronze has the greatest
chance of being a viable alternative to the conventional
glass electrode.
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